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^''Studies -perfect nature, and
are -perfected by experience;
for natural abilities like -na-
tural plants, need pruning
by study
iIn the preparation of the 1938 Drift there have been many con-
tributing forces that, if left unnoticed, would not be putting credit
where credit is due. The staff of the Drift does here at this time wish
to thank as a whole the student body, faculty, and administration for
an undivided cooperation which has been a great contributing factor
in the publication of this book. We also wish to express our thanks
to Liang Shen for the photography,- the Indianapolis Engraving Com-
pany for the engraving and make-up suggestions,- the Rogers Printing
Company for printing and valuable year-book publishing sidelights,-
James Thrasher of the Indianapolis Times for valuable interest,- and
Warner Brothers Pictures and Dick Powell for their part in the content
of the Drift.
It has been from many sources that this book has been built and
the reward for its worth should be placed equally on the heads of all
those who contributed.
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On March 24, 1938 Butler University lost, through the death of
Dr. Paul Leiand Haworth, one of the greatest contributing forces that
make it a respected educational institution. Not only did Butler lose
a friend and loyal adviser, but the nation lost on authority on history
and political science. The nation had known Dr. hHaworth as an explorer
and author. We at Butler had known him as a person we saw every day
and who was always ready to enter into our conversations with a
broad background of information and advice.
We at Butler will miss him and as a tribute to those characteristics
that he gave to our lives which made them just a little fuller, we wish to
dedicate this Drift, hlumble as it may be, perhaps in some small way
it will show the love and respect which we all held for Dr. Paul Leiand
Haworth, friend, explorer, author, professor, and a loyal, patriotic
citizen.
Ever charming, ever new,
When will the landscape tire the vievv'?'
—
John Dyer
"No tree in all the grove has its charm,
Though each its hue peculiar."
— Cowper
"Go forth under the open sky, and hst to Natures' teachings."
—Bryant
"Wintry boughs against a wintery sky,
The Fields put on their winter robe of purest white,
Tis brightness all; save where the new snow melts
Along the mazy current."
—Thompson
Through this door move the orders
that govern the daily conduct of Butler
University. The President's oFfice v^/orks
different effects on different people, but
the sum total of the atmosphere is one
of respect and admiration,- the recog-
nition of a job, well done.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
With the advent of each new year, Butler
University students find more and more of
which to be proud. One of these proud
possessions is their Board of Trustees. This
board, or rather friends of Butler as we wish
to think of it, have been untiring in their
efforts to moke Butler a greater institution.
Beset with all kinds of set-backs, the
board of trustees have taken definite steps
forward and nov/ Butler stands on the
threshold of a new era, an era in \which
it will undoubtedly rank among the highest
institutions of higher education.
The board is regulated by the charter of
the school asking that there be twenty-one
members, elected triennially. The board is
the highest governing body of the university
and it directs the policies of the administra-
tion, selects the president, associate officers,
and attends to the general welfare of the
school.
EHilton U. Brown has served as a board
member for over fifty years and has held the
position of president since 1933. Through
the years Mr. Brown's influence has been
felt and his services deeply appreciated by
student, faculty members, friends, and parents
alike. The make-up of the board has re-
mained the some through the post year with
the exception of Mr. J. EH. Trimble, whose
death last year was deeply felt by all Butler
fflcni!
PRESIDENT
friends. Members of the board are: Glen R. Hillis,
Mrs. A. M. Robertson; the Rev. George Arthur Frantz,
Peter C. Reilly, Earl Crawford, President James W.
Putnam, J. W. Atherton, Emsley Johnson, J. I. h^olcomb,
Arthur V. Brown, Edwin Errett, John F. Mitchell, Rev.
W. A. Shullenberger, hlugh Th. Miller, John L. H.
Fuller, Crate D. Bowen, John A. Titsworth, Lee Burns,
William G. Irwin.
Endowments and scholarship grants for the school
have been obtained through the efforts of the board
and many worthy students are afforded the advantages
of a university education by these funds.
The deep and sincere interest of the board members,
both as a board and as individuals in the school and its
individuals is a worthy testimony to the high character
and ambition of the board. And the students and
faculty of Butler ore proud to look to their board of
trustees for the guidance they offer.
Herein are our friends, the com-
panions of scfiool days. May their
hves be what they want them to be
and may our paths cross again and
again. Our contacts together have
been mutually beneficial and the times
we had will remain always in our
minds.

They are leaving us to carry on.
The job will not be an easy one for
the standard they hove set has been a
high one. Yet, from their example, we
hove learned the way and as the
seniors of tomorrow we will try our
hand. To you, seniors, we offer con-
gratulations for a fine four years and
may success be your boon companion
for years to come.
GLu 0^ '3^
President
WILLIAM OLSEN
Vice-President
BARBARA BALLINGER
Secretary
GEORGIA FOSTER
Treasurer
ROBERT AKE
ROBERT SCOTT AKE
Fort Wayne, Indiana
English
Senior Class Treas.
German Club
EDWIN R. ALLENDER
Indianapolis
Religion
B.I. A.
Y. M.C. A., Pres.
SUE AMMERMAN
Indianapolis
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Bluegills
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MICHAEL BAGNOLI
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Thespis, Vice Pres.
Commerce Club
ALINE BAILEY
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta, Pres.
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Scarlet Quill
Y. W. C. A.
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MARJORY JANE ANDREWS
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Scarlet Quill
Theta Sigma Phi, Pres.
Kappa Tau Alpha
ANN AUFDERHEIDE
Indianapolis
Economics
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Women's League, Vice-Pres.
Alfred Marshall
Soda Club
German Club
NORVAL AYRES
Avon, Indiana
Journalism
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Delta Chi
BARBARA ELIZABETH
BALLINGER
Indianapolis
French
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Senior Class Vice Pres.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Women's League
ESTHER ALBERTA BEBINGER
Indianapolis
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Sociology Club, Sec-Treas.
Philosophy Club
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
WAYNE E. BICKNELL
Indianapolis
Education
B. I. A.
Math Club
Commerce Club
JOHN TITUS BARNETT
Ravenswood, Indiana
Journalism
Publicity Director
Blue Key
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian
Student Directory
CARLEEN BECKER
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sociology Club
W. A. A.
Blue Gills
SYLVESTER CONRAD BITTER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
INMON C. BLACKABY
Canton, Illinois
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Utes
Sphinx
Football, Capt.
Track
WILLIAM LEROY BOLIN
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Phi Delta Theta
Catalytic Club
Baseball
Chemistry Assistant
ANN BOWMAN
Indianapolis
Botany
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Botany Club
Women's League, Vice Pres.
Soda Club
ANDREW BOA
Vicksburg, Miss.
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Blue Key
Utes
Football
Track
JEAN H. BOOTH
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi
Women's Leaaue, Sec.
Y. W. C A. Cabinet
Thespis
Collegian
IRIS ELAINE BOYD
Indianapolis
Zoology-Chemistry
Zoology Club
Catalytic Clu b
VICTOR L. BOYER
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
Math Club
Spanish Club
LUCILE MARGUERITE
BROICH
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pres.
Sociology Club
Spurs
Panhellenic Council
rhespis
ROSEMARY JANE BYRKET
Indianapolis
Delta Gamma
W. A. A.
Women's League
Thespis
Spanish Club
AUTE LEE CARR
Grover FHill, Ohio
History-Political Science
B. I. A., Pres.
Phi Kappa Phi
Commerce Club
German Club
Student Council
FRANK CARLYLE CASSELL
Indianapolis
Economics
Sigma Chi, Pres.
Utes
Sphinx
Drift
_
Men's Union
THELMA LUCILE COOLEY
Indianapolis
Latin-English
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Chi Nu
Sigma Tau Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
Classical Club, Sec.
CHARLOTTE ELAINE COX
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Beta
Student Volunteers, Sec.
Catalytic Club, Vice Pres.
MARY EVELYN DANIEL
Indianapolis
English-Speech
Delta Delta Delta, Pres.
W. A. A.
Tau Kappa Alpha
Junior Class Vice Pres.
Sorority Presidents Council, Sec-
Treas.
RICHARD E. DAVIS
Logansport, Indiana
Economics
Delta Tau Delta
Thespis
Spanish Club
DOUGLAS ALLAN DICKEY
Indianapolis
Religion
Student Volunteers, Sec.
Butler Ministerial Association
Freshman Track
WILLIAM BOWEN DAVIS
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Phi Eta Sigma
German Club
Math Club
FRED HUNTINGTON DAY, JR.
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Utes
Alfred Marshall
Commerce Club
EVELYN CLAIRE DELGADO
Indianapolis
Spanish
Chi Omega
Kappa Delta Pi
Spanish Club, Pres.
Junior Prom Committee
MARION ROSCOE
DISBOROUGH
Indianapolis
Psychology
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Alpha Phi Omega, Pres.
Cheer Leader, Capt.
Commerce Club
ROSEMARY LOUISE
DOBSON
New Augusta, Indiana
Education
Kappa Delta Pi
Choir
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
PAUL DOLZALL
Indianapolis
History
Lambda Chi Alpha
JANE DERANIAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Thespis, Sec.
Women's League
Junior Class Sec.
Zoology Club
FAIRETTA DEVAULT
Indianapolis
English-Speech
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Tau Kappa Alpha, Vice Pres
Debate
Speakers Bureau
Y. W. C. A.
LOUISE EDWARDS
Indianapolis
Speech
Pi Beta Phi
Thespis
Freshman Class Vice Pres.
Student Council
Speakers Bureau
HELEN KATHERINE
ELDRIDGE
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Gamma, Pres.
Spurs
Kappa Delta Pi
Scarlet Ouill, Vice Pres.
Women's League
DORIS ELLIS
Indianapolis
Chemistr/
Kappa Alpha Theta
Catalytic Club, Sec.
ANNAMAE ELIZABETH FEE
Indianapolis
Education
Trianon
RUBY JACQUELINE EVANS
Indianapolis
English-Spanish
Delta Sigma Theta
GRACE FAIRCHILD
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Chi Nu
Drift
German Club
Women's League
JUANITA HARRIET FALL
Indianapolis
Physical Education
B. I. A.
Hockey Club
Tennis Club
W. A. A.
WILLARD E. FAWCETT
Logansport, Indiana
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Sphinx, Pres.
Blue Key
Student Council
Basketball
JEAN MARION FISHER
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Beta, Pres.
Madrigal Club
Choir
FRANKLIN ASHBY FLEECE
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Track Manager
Commerce Club
JOHN W. FORD
Indianapolis
Sociology
Lambda Chi Alpha
Cross Country
Track
Bond
Sociology Club
JANE ANTHONY FORMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Pi Epsilon Phi
Women's League
GEORGIA FOSTER
Indianapolis
German
Delta Delta Delta
^hi Chi Nu
Chimes
Scarlet Quill, Sec.
Y. W. C A., Treas.
MARY CATHERINE
FREEMAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Alfred Marshall
Phi Chi Nu
Commerce Club
ELEANOR JANE
FULLENWIDER
Indianapolis
Zoology-Botany
W. A. A.
Bluegills
Zoology Club, Sec.
MARIAN ELIZABETH
GEAREN
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi
Bluegills, Sec-Treas.
W. A. A.
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
BETTY JANE GIFFIN
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Kappa Delta Pi
W. A. A., Pres.
Bluegills
Zoology Club
Y. W. C. A.
- PHILIP LEONARD GOLD
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Religion
Track Manager
Madrigal Club
Choir
Ministerial Association
KARL IRA HAMILTON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Commerce Club
GERTRUDE GOLDBERG
Indianapolis
French
B.I. A.
French Club
FRANK A. HAMP
Indianapolis
Botany-Zoology
Phi Delta Theta
Track Manager
Collegian
Botany Journal Club
Zoology Club
ETHMER A. GORDON
North Salem, Indiana
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
JENNIE V. HARTLING
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Pi Epsilon Phi, Sec.
CHARLENE FRANCES
GUDGEL
Indianapolis
Botany
B. I. A.
Botany Club
ELAINE HELMS
Fortville, Indiana
English
Delta Gamma
Women's League
Y. W. C A.
Student Librarian
OLIVE LUELLA GUNDER
Indianapolis
Botany
B. I. A.
Zoology Club
Botany Club
JULIA FRANCES HERMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
B. I. A.
ELLEN HAMILTON
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Bluegills
Student Council, Sec.
Women's League, Vice Pres.
Ponhellenic Council, Pres.
MARY ALICE HICKS
Indianapolis
History
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi ChiNu
Women's League
Soda Club, Vice Pres.
JAMES PRESTON HIGHLEY
Indianapolis
English
Sigma Nu
German Club
ROGER WILLIAM HOOKER
Indianapolis
Economics
Phi Delta Theta
Utes
Sphinx
Blue Key
MSS, Art Editor
CORLIE ELIZABETH
JACKSON
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
'Kappa Delta Pi
Y. W. C. A.
.French Round Table
Choir
Phi Kappa Phi
ROBERT WILLIAM JACKSON
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
Commerce Club
Thespis
Band
MARY JACOUELINE
HOLLIDAY
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
W. A. A.
Commerce Club
Women's League
Bluegills
ETHEL JEAN JOHNSON
Indianapolis
Zoology
Alpha Chi Omega
Bluegills
Zoology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARTHA JANE HOWARD
Indianapolis
Sociology
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Sociology Club
MARY ANNA HURT
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Gamma
HARRY WILLIAM ITTNER
Little Valley, New York
Chemistry
SHILDESRISDON VAIL
JOHNSON
Indianapolis
Chemistry-Mathematics
Ldmbda Chi Alpha
f'hi Kappa phi
Catalytic Club, Pres.
Math Club
BETTYANN JONES
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Pi Epsilon Phi, Treas.
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARGARET E, KENDALL
Indianapolis
English
Sigma Tau Delta, Sec. -Treas.
W. A. A.
MSS
Tennis Club, Pres.
Women's League
JEAN ELIZABETH
KNOWLTON
Indianapoi is
English
Delta Gamma
Spurs
Chimes
Scarlet Quill
Tau Kappa Alpha, Vice Pres.
WILLIAM BERNARD KRIEL
Indianapolis
Zoology
Delta Tau Delta
Zoology Club, Pres.
Commerce Club
MARY JANE LAATZ
Indianapolis
Sociology
Delta Gamma
Zoology Club
German Club
Sociology Club
Women's League
ELLEN JANE LAFOLLETTE
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Commerce Club
Democratic Club
PEGGY KIEFER
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Delta Delta Delta
Pi Epsilon Phi, Vice Pres.
Cheer Leader
Student Council
Sophomore Class Vice Pres.
EVELYN KING
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Spurs
Chimes
Scarlet Quill, Pres.
Bluegills
W. A. A.
BERTKINGAN, JR.
Indianapolos
Economics
Sigma Chi, Pres.
Inter-Fraternity Council
Commerce Club
VIRGINIA KLINGLER
Brazil, Indiana
Chemistry-Zoology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Zoology Club
Catalytic Club
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
GUSTAV S. KLIPPEL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
SAVANNAH KLIPSCH
Newcastle, Indiana
Primary Education
Alpha Chi Qmega
Y. W. C. A.
Poetry Club
Choir
MARY BLANCHE LENNQN
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Theta Sigma Phi
Collegian StaFf
Women's League
Choir
EVELYN LQUISE LLOYD
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Qmega
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Commerce Club
Choir
ANNA LOUISE LORENZ
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Pi Epsilon Phi, Pres.
Y. W. C. A.
JANE E. LUDWIG
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Pi Beta Phi
Thespis
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Commerce Club
FRANCES CLAIR
LUICHINGER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Zeto Tau Alpha
Commerce Club
Zoology Club
Catalytic Club
Thespis
ELLISON ELIZABETH
MANLY
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Soanish Club
Collegian
VINCENT MASARACHIA
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Newman Club
Football
JOSEPH JOHN MACEK
East Chicago, Indiana
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
Baseball
HARRY GEORGE
MARSHALL
Indianapolis
Economics-Mathematics
Sigma Chi
Alpha Phi Omega
J. ROBERT MAXEY
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Newman Club
Catalytic Club
MARCELLA McDERMIT
Greensburg, Indiana
Business Administration
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A.
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARK McDonald
Indianapolis
Business Administration
B. I. A.
Choir
Y. M, C. A.
BONNIE JEAN McKECHNIE
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y. W, C. A.
Women's League
ROBERT COATS McCOLGIN
Indianapolis
Zoology-Pre-Medical
Chemistry Club
Zoology Club
J. THOMAS McCREARY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club, Pres.
MARY ELLEN McKEE
Terre Haute, Indiana
Journalism
Delta Zeta
Theta Sigma Phi
ETHEL MAY MERRICK
Indianapolis
History
Zeta Tau Alpha
SUE MERRILL
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
WILLIAM HENRY MERRILL
Indianapolis
Biology
Phi Delta Theto
Blue Key
Alpha Phi Omega
Football
Basketball
ELIZABETH RUTH MYERS
Indianapolis
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Phi Chi Nu
Scarlet Quill
Kappa Delta Pi, Pres.
Phi Kappa Phi
JACK C. MILLER
Plainfield, Indiana
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theto
Commerce Club
JEANNE FRANCES
MITCHELL
Greenfield, Indiana
Journalism
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Theta Sigma Phi
W. A. A.
Collegian
Junior Prom Queen
LQUISE EUGENIA
MQORMAN
Indianapolis
English-Botany
Phi Chi Nu
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Phi Kappa Phi
Kappa Beta
Student Volunteers
PHYLLIS ANN MQRRIS
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Alpha Theto
Women's League
Sociology Club
JQHN NACKENHORST
Indianapolis
Sociology
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
Commerce Club
Sociology Club
LEONA NELSON
Indianapolis
Kappa Beta
MARJORIE ANN NEWMAN
Indianapolis
Botany
Alpha Chi Omega
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Scarlet Quill
Women's League, Pres.
WILLIAM OLSEN
Indianapolis
Economics
Blue Key
Sphinx
Track, Copt.
Drift Editor, 1937
Senior Class Pres.
BYRON MOSS
Logansport, Indiana
Botany
B. LA.
Botany Club
Zoology Club
JOSEPHINE ANN ORR
Pressmen's Home, Tennessee
Journalism
Zeta Tou Alpha
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Collegian
FRANCES LOUISE PATTON
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Kappa Tau Alpha
Theta Sigma Phi
W. A. A.
Collegian
ARTHUR LAWERENCE
PAYNE
Indianapolis
Economics
Sigma Nu
Utes
Commerce Club
GUILDFORD PEARCE
Indianapolis
Zoology
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Blue Key
Relays Manager, 1938
Drift, Bus. Mgr. 1937
JANE PFEIFFER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Kappa Alpha Theta
Theta Sigma Phi
Collegian
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
LAURA ANN POWER
New Augusta, Indiana
Business Administration
Choir
Y. W. C. A.
NICK PRESECAN
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
Cc Club
MADELINE PRICE
Indianapolis
hlome Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Commerce Club
MARJORIE ELIZABETH PYKE
Indianapolis
German-English
Delta Delta Delta
Collegian
German Club
Y. W. C. A.
Choir
MAVILLA RAINEY
Indianapolis
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Thespis
JEAN RAU
Indianapolis
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
LILLIAN FOX REES
Indianapolis
Home Economics
3pa Kappa Gamma
jrs
mes
psilon Phi
IRIS JUNE REGENOS
Zionsville, Indiana
Economics
CAROLINE REHM
Indianapolis
English
Scarlet Ouill
Chimes, Pres.
Spurs
Thespis
German Club
MARTHA REYNOLDS
Indianapolis
Education
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A.
Bluegills
Thespis
Panhellenic Council
CHARLENE RICHARDSON
Indianapolis
Botany
Alpha Chi Omega, Pres.
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Panhellenic Council
NORMAN ADAM RILEY
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
Utes
Newman Club
Classical Club
CARLSCHEIDKER
Indianapolis
Chemistry-Mathematics
Sigma Nu
Phi Eta Sigma
Utes
Catalytic Club
JOHN ROBINSON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Utes
Sphinx
Basketball Manager
BETTY SCHELLSCHMIDT
Indianapolis
Music
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sigma Alpha Iota
Musical Ensembles
MARGARET ROHR
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Zoology Club
Y. W. C. A.
Spanish Club
Ne^^man Club
MARJORIESCHOCH
Indianapolis
German-History
Phi Chi Nu
Phi Kappa Phi
Kappa Delta Pi
German Club, Pres.
KEITH RICHARD RUDDELL
Indianapolis
Pre-Medical
Phi Delta Theta
Zoology Club
French Club
BYRON EUGENE SCHOFIELD
Zionsville, Indiana
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sphinx
Football
Basketball
Junior Prom Chairman
MARY MARGARET
RUDDELL
Indianapolis
Music
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sigma Alpha Iota
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
DOROTHY SETTLES
Indianapolis
French
B. I. A.
Math Club
MILDRED RUGENSTEIN
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Delta Pi
Mathematics Club, Pres.
MARY JANE SHAFER
Indianapolis
Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
DOROTHY VIRGINIA
SHEPPERD
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Gamma
Theta Sigma Phi
Collegian
Panheilenic Council
Thespis
LEWIS SMITH
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Basketball Manager
Commerce Club
Spanish Club
Relay Parade Chairman
JEANE ALYCE SPENCER
Logansport, Indiana
English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A,
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Spanish Club
MARGARET CATHERINE
SPENCER
Waveland, Indiana
History
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sigma Tau Delta
MSS
Philokurean
Y. W. C. A.
ROBERT SORENSON
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
Phi Delta Theta, Pres.
Blue Key
Utes
Student Council, Pres.
MARION LENORE SPERRY
Indianapolis
Delta Zeta
MATILDA VALENTINA
SPARENBLEK
Indianapolis
German-English
Trianon
Phi Chi Nu
Phi Kappa Phi
German Club
DOROTHY KATHERINE
SPARROW
Indianapolis
Latin-Zoology
Phi Chi Nu
Classical Club, Pres.
Zoology Club, Pres.
Kappa Beta
KENNETH EARL SPEICHER
Indianapolis
Economics
MARY SUE SPILMAN
Indianapolis
History
Zeta Tau Alpha
Panheilenic Council
Commerce Club
Thespis
Band
JOHN WILLIAM STALCUP
Bloomfield, Indiana
Speech
Sigma Nu
Tau Kappa Aloha
Interfraternity Council
Football
Debate
JAMES STALKER
Indianapolis
Sociology
Sociology Club
Zoology Club
Chairman Senior Boll
INA NAOMI STANLEY
Indianapolis
Botany
Zetc Tau Alpha, Pres.
Phi Chi Nu
Y. W. C. A.
German Club
Zoology Club
LOIS RUTH STEVENS
Indianapolis
Economics-English
Delta Gamma
Sigma Tou Delta
Kappa Delta Pi
Scarlet Quill
Alfred Marshall
JOHN ST. HELENS
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Phi Delta Theta
Alpha Phi Omega
Phi Eta Sigma
Math Club, Pres.
German Club
MARGARET ELLEN STUMP
Indianapolis
Mathematics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Kappa Delta Pi
Math Club
MARION BECRAFT SWANN
Indianapolis
Religion
Kappa Beta
Zelotai, Pres.
CHARLES WILLIAM SYMMES
Indianapolis
History
Phi Delta Theta, Pres.
Commerce Club
French Club
CAMILLE TAYLOR
Dayton, Ohio
Physical Education
Alpha Kappa Alpha
GEORGE RILEY THURSTON
Indianapolis
Economics
Sigma Chi
Commerce Club
JOHN THURSTON
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Phi Delta Theta
Chemistry Club
German Club
MARJORIE TRETTON
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
JOHN UNGER
Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha
MIRIAM VOLLMER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Delta Delta
Alfred Marshall
Y. W. C. A.
Philosophy Club
Commerce Club
DON WAGENER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Utes
Sphinx
Basketball
Tennis
BEATRICE RUTH WAISS
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Theta Sigma Phi
Phi Kappa Phi
Collegian, Editor
PALMER WARD
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
Phi Delta Theta
Utes
Drift
Freshman Class Treasurer
Men's Union
CLARENCE WARREN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Sphinx
Blue Key, Pres.
Commerce Club
JOHN JACOB WEGER
Robinson, Illinois
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Utes
Football
Track
DOROTHY WEHLING
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Spurs
Bluegills
Sociology
Women's League
- BETTY JANE WEIER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spurs
Chimes
Scarlet Quill
Student Council
MARCELLA WEST
Indianapolis
Botany
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Botany Club
WILLIAM EDWARD WHITE
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Psi
NEIL POTTER WHITNEY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Alfred Marshall
Commerce Club
DANA ELIZABETH WILKING
Indianapolis
Home Economics-Speech
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Tau Kappa Alpha
Y. W. C. A.
Debate
Speakers and Entertainers
Bureau
WILLIAMS, GERALD
Loogootee, Indiana
Social Science
Newman Club
VIOLA WILLIAMS
Brookville, Indiana
Journalism
Kappa Tau Alpha
Collegian
WILMA KATHRYN
WILLIAMS
Indianapolis
English
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Delta Pi
Y. W. C A., Cabinet
VIRGIL LAWRENCE WIRE
Indianapolis
Economics
Sigma Nu
CATHERINE JANE WYNNE
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sociology Club
GENE HUNTER YOCKEY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta, Pres.
Utes
Interfraternity Council, Pres.
Mens' Union Board, Pres.
Commerce Club
MARJORY ZECHIEL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Scarlet Quill
Spurs
Chimes
Alfred Marshall
Y. W. C. A., Pres.
JOHN FREDERICK BERTING
Indianapolis
Zoology
Zoology Club
Catalytic Club
LEE BRAYTON
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta
EDWARD BROWN
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Delta Pi, Vice-Pres.
Commerce Club
Y. M. C. A.
German Club
Thespis
ARTHUR JOSEPH
COSGROVE
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Basketball, Capt. 1937-38
Newman Club
Commerce Club
Monogram Club
MILTON WIENER
Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Economics
Auhucah Club
Track
Cross Country
Freshman Track, Copt.
Choi
MARGARET LOUISE
FOSTER
Linton, Indiana
Sociology
VALENTINE WILLIAMS
Loogootee, Indiana
Education
MARY HARCOURT
MINTURN
Indianapolis
Botany
Phi Chi Nu
Kappa Beta
BETTY JANE WYSONG
Indianapolis
Sociology
Sociology Club
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
CHARLES F. O'CONNOR
Indianapolis
Economics
Football
Newman Club
Commerce Club
PERRY SWAN
Indianapolis
Religion
LILLIAN STAROST
Indianapolis
Mathematics and Music
B. I. A.
Moth Club
Sigma Alpha Iota
MILDRED MARSHALL
Indianapolis
Education
CLAY TRUSTY, JR.
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Blue Key
Collegian, Editor
CECIL HUNTER
Indianapolis
Education

Three long years have passed and
we as juniors have tried to moke our-
selves ready to carry on as the eldest
of Butler's class family. Now our
chance has come and ^hat we have
learned will be put to a test. Good
times and a swell class has been ours.
To continue on will be our ambition.
GlaU oj '39
President
WILLIAM CONNOR
Vice-President
BETTY SCHISSEL
Secretary
HARRIET RANDALL
Treasurer
ROBERT COX
PORTWOOD L. ABBETT
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
LLOYDE AKEN
Crown Point, Ind.
Education
Alpha Omicron Pi
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
MARGARET AMOS
Rushville, Ind.
Physical Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A., President
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
Education Student Council
HERBERT ARNOLD
Indianapolis
Botany
Delta Tau Delta
Botany Journal Club
CHARLES V. BAILEY
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
Collegian, Ass't City Editor
LUCILLE ANNA BARRY
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Newman Club
Sociology Club
HELEN L. BARTON
Covington, Ky.
English
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
JOHN BYRON BEASLEY
Indianapolis
History-Political Science
Phi Delta Theta
Utes
Student Council
Freshman Class President
JUANITA BECHTOLD
Hammond, Ind.
Home Economics-Dietetics
Alpha Chi Omega
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
Bluegills
CHLORIS BELL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Delta Delta
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Panhellenic Council
Student Council
JAMES EDWIN BETTIS
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Commerce Club
CATHERINE ANN BINGHAM
Indianapolis
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
JACK CORTLAND
BLACKSTONE
Ravenswood, Ind.
Pre-Medic
Sigma Chi
Freshman Football
JANE BLAKE
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
Commerce Club
Sociology Club
LOUISE BRANDT
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Kappa Alpha Theta
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
Drift Fashion Ed.
MARY ELLEN BORDERS
Indianapolis
Psychology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
ROSEMARY BRADLEY
Indianapolis
English
Delta Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
WENDELL V. BROWN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
ANN BURGER
Goodland, Ind.
Physical Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
W. A. A.
Student Council
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
ROLLA D. BURGHARD
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha, Pres.
Sphinx
Track
Alpha Phi Omega, Vice Pres.
MARY ANNA BUTZ
Indianapolis
Spanish
Delta Delta Delta
Chimes
Spurs
W. A. A.
Spanish Club, Vice Pres.
GENEVIEVE COPELAND
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spurs
W. A. A.
Sociology Club
Woman's League
ROBERT DENNIS CAREY
Indianapolis
English
Phi Delta Theta
ANN CHAPMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
Botany Club
CATHERINE CLAY
Indianapolis
English
Delta Gamma
Spurs
Chimes
Sigma Tau Delta
Phi Chi Nu
MAX CLIFFORD
Fairmount, Ind.
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Cross Country
Commerce Club
Alpha Phi Omega
Thespis
ERNESTINE LEE CLINE
Indianapolis
History
B. I. A., Secretary
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Classical Club
GEORGE COHEE
Indianapolis
Zoology
Phi Delta Theta
ROBERT EMMETT COLLINS
Indianapolis
Business Administration
JAMES R. COMSTOCK
Noblesville, Ind.
Chemistry
Sigma Chi
Phi Eta Sigma
German Club
Catalytic Club
Sphinx
MARGARET CONNER
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
Botany Club
WILLIAM CONNOR
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Basketball
Football
Sphinx
Junior Class, Pres.
THOMAS TAGGART
CONNOLLY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Nev/man Club
Utes
Sphinx
Football, Track Mgr.
Bus. Mgr. 1938 Drift
ROBERTA CONREAUX
Anderson, Ind.
Mathematics
Delta Delta Delta
Bluegills
Woman's League
Y. W. C A.
Math Club
ROBERT MARK COX
Detroit, Mich.
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Sphinx
Football Manager
MARJORY JANET CRAFT
Indianapolis
Journalism
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Collegian, Society Editor
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
JOHN A. CRAWFORD
Indianapolis
Pre-Medic
Sigma Nu
Kappa Kappa Psi
Alpha Phi Omega
German Club
JOHN J. CRAWFORD
Columbus, Ohio
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sphinx
Football
Commerce Club
Newman Club
CHARLES ROLAND CRUSE
Zionsville, Ind.
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Commerce Club
Alpha Phi Omega
MARJORIE JANE DALMAN
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
W. A. A.
Choir
Madrigal Group
Woman's League
RUTH DICKERSON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
RUTH DUCKWALL
Indianapolis
French-History
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
DAVID H. DUNBAR
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Kappa Kappa Psi, Pres.
Alpha Phi Omega
Band
Commerce Club
MARIAN BERNEICE DUNKIN
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Delta Delta
Woman's League
DOROTHY DURHAM
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Spanish Club
Woman's League
Panhellenic Council
Bluegills
PATRICIA ALENE
EDWARDS
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Delta Delta Delta
Bluegills
CAROL MARY FENNER
Indianapolis
Home Economics-Sociology
Pi Beta Phi
Woman's League
Y. W. C A.
Spanish Club
Zoology Club
PATRICIA JANE
FERGUSON
Indianapolis
Dietetics
Delta Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
Commerce Club
Philokureon
MARTHA FINNEY
Cambridge Springs, Penn.
English
Delta Delta Delta
Sigma Tou Delta
Phi Chi Nu
Chimes
MSS
KITTY LOU
FITZGERALD
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Bluegills
JAYC. FIX
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Kappa Kappa Psi
Band
Thespis
Commerce Club
JEAN LOU FOLEY
Indianapolis
Chemistry-Pre-Medic
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Bluegills
Thespis
Alliance Francaise
BARBARA JEANNE
FRENCH
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spurs
W. A. A.
Sociology Club
Woman's League
LOWELL R. GANO
Indianapolis
Business Administration
B. I. A.
Choir
Student Council
Y. M. C A.
LILLY GEBHARDT
Indianapolis
Spanish
W. A. A.
Tennis
Bluegills
Choir
Spanish Club
ARTHUR GOSMAN
Jasper, Ind.
Zoology
Sigma Nu
Basketball
Alpha Phi Omega
MILDRED F. HAAG
Indianapolis
hIistory-Pre-Law
Zeto Tau Alpha
Botany Club
WILLIAM GEYER
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Basketball
Track
ROBERT GUNYON
Marion, Ind.
Physical Education
Delta Tau Delta
ALBERT HABERMEYER
Indianapolis
Chemistry
B. I. A.
Catalytic Club
Moth Club
RICHARD GOLDBACH
Indianapolis
Psychology
Lambda Chi Alpha
GEORGE GWINN
Noblesville, Ind.
Zoology-Pre-Medic
Sigma Chi
Zoology Club
Chemistry Club
CARL EDWARD HADLEY
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
JAMES HANNA
Lebanon, Ind.
Journalism
Delta Tau Delta
Sphinx
Sigma Tau Delta
Collegian
Sigma Delta Chi
MARY HESSELDENZ
Indianapolis
Education
Speaker's and Entertainer's
Bureau
Newman Club, Secretary
Soda Club
Commerce Club
WILLIAM L. HART
Indianapolis
Journalism
Phi Delta Theta
Track Manager
Collegian
Student Council
Associate Bus. Mgr. 1938 Drift
RUTH HITZELBERGER
Indianapolis
Journalism
Alpha Chi Omega
Collegian
Drift
Thespis
W. A. A.
ELIZABETH HENDERSON
Chicago, III.
French
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Chimes, President
Y. W. C. A., Cabinet
GEORGE HOFFMAN
Indianapolis
Physics
Newman Club, President
MARIAN HAZEL
HOLIMAN
Indianapolis
HELEN HOLMAN
Kokomo
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theto
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
ROBERT HOOVER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theto
MARY HOSIER
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Pi Epsilon Phi
Woman's League
Classical Club
Y. W. C. A.
- MILDRED HUME
Indianapolis
Sociology
I I. A.
N. A. A.
f. W. C. A.
voppa Beta
ANNABELLE IRELAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Omega
Archery
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
CHESTER JAGGERS
Louisville, Ky.
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Sphinx, Pres.
Utes
Basketball
Commerce Club
GERALDINE JOHNSON
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi, Pres.
Spurs
Kappa Delta Pi
Woman's League
Sorority President's Council, Pres.
ROSEMARY JOHNSTON
Indianapolis
Primary Education
^eta Tau Alpha
A/omon's League
/. W. C. A.
BERNICE JONES
Indianapolis
English
B. I. A.
MSS
Philokurean
French Round Table
JOANNE JOSE
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spurs
W. A. A.
Catalytic Club
Math Club
PAULINE JUDD
Cortersburg, Ind.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
LORITA KASTING
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Chimes
Pi Epsilon Phi
RUTH CLAUDENE KIMES
Indianapolis
Chemistry
B. I. A.
Math Club
Catalytic Club
VICTORIA KNOX
Indianapolis
Sociology
Alpha Kappa Alpha
JAMES KUBAL
Crown Point, Ind.
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
MARIE KUNTZ
Indianapolis
Business Administration
B. I. A.
Alfred Marshall
Commerce Club
CAROL LANGFITT
Indianapolis
Psychology
Delta Delta Delta
W. A. A.
Y. W. C. A.
VINCENT LANGSTON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Basketball Manager
Spanish Club
Commerce Club
JOAN LAY
Indianapolis
Journalism
Alpha Delta Pi
THELMA MARTIN
Indianapolis
English
B. I. A.
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
FREDERICK McCOY
Greensburg, Ind.
Religion
B. 1. A.
Y. M. C. A.
JACK McDANIEL
St. Paul, Ind.
journalism
Lambda Chi Alpha
Utes
Basketball
Collegian
GRACE McDowell
Lafayette, Ind.
Kindergarten-Primary
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Thespis
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
JULIANA MclNTOSH
Indianapolis
Mathematics-German
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A.
Collegian
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
MARTHANA McWHIR
Indianapolis
English
Delta Delta Delta
Spurs
Phi Chi Nu
WILLIAM KENNETH
MITCHELL
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Track
Collegian
- ROBERTA JANE MORRIS
Shelbyville, Ind.
Business Administration
Delta Gamma
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
JAMES PRITCHARD
MULLANE
Indianapolis
Journalism
Delta Tau Delta
Collegian
Commerce Club
Sigma Delta Chi
BONNIE BESS MYERS
Indianapolis
English
Delta Delta Delta
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
WALTER NOLTE
Indianapolis
Advertising-Business Administra-
tion
Sigma Chi
Collegian
Intramural Manager
Newman Club
Spanish Club
CLYDE CYRUS NORMAN
Sheridan, Ind.
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
BETTY O'CONNELL
Indianapolis
Pre-Nursing
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C A.
Newman Club
Woman's League
MARY LOU OVER
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Thespis
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
BETTY PARKER
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
GEORGE PERRY
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Basketball
Football
LAUREL EUGENE POLAND
Bro^nsburg, Ind.
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Sphinx
Basketball
Baseball
MILDRED POLAND
Indianapolis
Home Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Beta
Woman's League
Y. W. C A.
EUGENE PRESTI
Indianapolis
Chemistry-Zoology
MARY CATHERINE PRESTON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
B. I. A.
Commerce Club
BETTY PRINZLER
Indianapolis
Education
Delta Gamma
Collegian
Woman's League
Y. W, C. A.
HARRIETT RANDALL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A.
Drift
Commerce Club
Woman's League
PHILIP REDWINE
Indianapolis
Phi Etc Sigma
Commerce Club
Math Club
ALFRED BYRON REED
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Sphinx
Intramural Manager
Commerce Club
Assistant Relays Manager
ROBERT REEVES
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Commerce Club
ROBERT RESINER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Nu
Collegian
Zoology Club
Commerce Club
JEANNE RETTIG
Indianapolis
English
Pi Beta Phi
Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
BETTY RICHART
Indianapolis
English
Sigma Tau Delta
MSS
German Club
Poetry Club
Philosophy Club
MARGARET LEE RIDDELL
Indianapolis
Primary- Kindergarten
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Student Council, Education
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
RICHARD RISER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Alpha Phi Omega, Secretary
Spanish Club
WILLIAM ROBINSON
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
Intramural Manager
CAROLYN ROTH
Indianapolis
Sociology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
French Club
HORACE EDWARD RUSSELL
Indionaoolis
English-History
Kappa Delta Pi
BETTY TOBY SACHS
Indianapolis
MARY HANNAH SAILORS
Kokomo, Ind.
Education
(appa Alpha Theta
5ing Pong
'anhellenic Council
/. W. C. A.
A/oman's League
MILDRED LORENE SCALES
Indianapolis
English
Kappa Alpha Theta, Pres.
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League, Treasurer
BETTY SCHISSEL
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
W. A. A., Secretary
Drift
BETTY ANN SCHROEDER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A.
Drift
Commerce Club
Spanish Club
MARIE SCHUBERT
Indianapolis
Dietetics-Home Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi, President
Phi Chi Nu
Spurs
Chimes, Treasurer
Sorority President's Council
PAUL SHIELDS
Kokomo, Ind.
Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Eta Sigma
Spanish Club
Library Staff
DAVID GEORGE SIMS
Indianapolis
History
Sigma Chi
Spanish Club
Commerce Club
RUTH SMOCK
Noblesville, Ind.
Journalism
Delta Delta Delta
Collegian
ALBERT SPORER
Canton, 111.
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Football
Track
Utes
ROBERT WAYNE SPRINGER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Delta Tau Delta
Utes
Sphinx, Sec.
Alpha Phi Omega
Commerce Club
DOROTHY MAE SRADER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Panhellenic Council
Woman's League
Commerce Club, Vice-Pres.
Y. W. C. A.
ANN STORK
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Delta Gamma
Spurs
German Club
Catalytic Club
Zoology Club
EMILY STUART
Indianapolis
Education
Alpha Kappa Alpha
MIKE TROTT
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Physical Education
Sigma Nu
Football
Basketball
lONE CATHERINE VOSS
Indianapolis
Chemistry
Alpha Omicron Pi
Y. W. C. A.
Woman's League
DAVID THOMPSON
Indianapolis
Journalism
B. I. A., Pres.
Utes
Sphinx, Trees.
Sigma Delta Chi
Editor 1938 Drift
MARTHA VANjTALGE
Indianapolis
_
Dietetics
B. I. A., Vice-Pres.
W. A. A.
Choir
BETTY WANGELIN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Kappa Alpha Theta
Spurs
Chimes
W. A. A.
Relay Queen
DELBERTTIMMERMAN
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Commerce Club
CAROLYN ANN VARIN
Indianapolis
History
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spurs
Chimes, Secretary
Student Council
Associate Editor 1938 Drift
EUGENE WARD
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Phi Delta Theta
WINONA WATSON
Indianapolis
Sociology
Delta Delta Delta
Y. W. C. A.
V>/oman's League
MARY ELLEN WHEELER
Monticello, 111.
Business Administration
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Y. W. C. A.
W. A. A.
BENARD WEBER
Indionapolis
Business Administration
Commerce Club
CHARLES WHITE
Indianapolis
Pre-Medic
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
WILLIAM WEBER
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Commerce Club
ROBERT WHITE
Indianapolis
Business Administration
Sigma Chi
Alpha Phi Omega
JOHN RICHARD WILSON
Indianapolis
Physical Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
Baseball
Basketball
LUCILE ALLEN JAMIESON
Indianapolis
English-Zoology
Pi Beta Phi
Spurs
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
Zoology Club
JEANE A. WINTZ
Indianapolis
Sociology
Phi Beta Phi
Panhellenic Council
Commerce Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
MARJORIE LOUISE KASER
Indianapolis
Sociology Club
Archery Club
Debate
Choir
KENNETH RAU WOOLLING
Indianapolis
Zoology-Chemistry
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Eta Sigma
Utes
Der Deutsche Verein
De Cercle Francois
ALMA McNEELEY
Indianapolis
Music-History
I. A.
BETTY LOU WRIGHT
Fortville, Indiana
Business Administration
Alpha Chi Omega
Spurs
Y. W. C. A.
Women's League
Commerce Club
HAROLD TRULOCK
Indianapolis
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi
Collegian, Make-up Editor
ELDON J. WRIGHT
Mays, Indiana
Business Administration
Phi Eta Sigma
Utes
Commerce Club
MILTON E. CRAIG
Indianapolis
Pre-La^
Football
Two years as Butler students have
brought to these sophomores a ghmpse
of what university life is like. They
are now coming into their college
majority and as responsible persons
will be called upon to make a great
contribution to the welfare of Butler.
GLu &J 'W
President
ANGELO ANGELOPOLOUS
Vice-President
JEANNE SETTLES
Secretary
DOROTHY DAVENPORT
Treasurer
WILLIAM STEINMETZ
Row 1
Albertson, James Philip
Alvis, Betty
Angelopolous, Angelo
Arick, Philip J.
Baker, Nancy hielen
Bange, Betty Claire
Banister, Kathyrn
Barnett, Jeanette Alice
Barry, Maurice Joseph
Bashore, Betty Ann
Behr, David
Behrmann, Betty
Bell, Dotty Mae
Bible, Richard
Billeter, June
Billhymer, Paul Leon
Row 3 Row 4
Bingman, Ruby Ann
Bitter, Maryann
Bjorklund, Ray
Blacker, Rex
Blackley, Virginia Anne
Blankschein, Jane Louise
Boaz, Bette Gale
Bowman, Morion
Boyer, Eva Isabel
Brodshow, Mary Lou
Breech, Bettie Marie
Brooks, Beth Allene
Brown, Doris J.
Bruner, Mary Lou
Burks, Ally
Burns, Laverne Smith
Row 1 Row 2
Caldwell, Virginia
Carbon, Frank R.
Carter, Elizabeth
Center, Helen Rose
Chapin, William Roy
Chisler, James Robert
Clack, James D.
Clark, Betty Ann
Clawson, Alma Nancy
Coe, Dorothy Jane
Collier, Anna Ruth
Commons, Martha
Conder, Norma Virginia
Cottom, Virginia
Cowdrill, Irene Mary
Craigle, Lucile Aneta
Row 3 Row 4
Crawford, Richard I.
Craycraft, David
Crise, Barbara
Darrow, Virginia Lee
Davenport, Dorothy Anne
Davis, hHenry Lowell
Davis, Joann
Day, Eilzabeth
Denton, Mary Adelaide
Diener, George S.
Dingle, Ronald Neal
Drees, Marie
Drollinger, John
Elder, Jack Russell
Elliott, Wilbur Arnold
Ellis, Helen
Row 1 Row 2
Ellis, Marguerite
Farrell, Tom Martin
Fehr, Mary Janet
Fisk, Frank
Fletcher, Marguerite
Folkening, Irving
Foreman, Eloise
Fort, Benny Barrett
Franklin, William L.
Friedgen, Juanita Ruth
Gerdts, Frances Lucv
Gerdts, FHorriet
bson, Eorle W.
Fford, John David
lliom, Arthur Vernon
Iman, June Ann
Row 3 Row 4
Gimbel, Dorothy
Goodwin, Wanda Jean
Grauel, Betty Jane
Green, Lowell Eugene
Griffin, Charlotte Ruth
Gronau, Frederic
FHabich, Mary Alice
Fdadley, Kathryn Bernard
Fdoll, Frances Louise
Hall, Sheldon L.
Hall, Viola Ruth
Hamill, Ruthmorie
Honscom, Howard
Hankins, Rodney
Harger, Betty Ann
Harms, LiJo-Jane
Row 1 Row 2
Harper, Helen Louise
Hartman, Elnora Eileen
Harvey, Avanelle
Hawkins, James Edward
Hays, Mary Elizabeth
Heide, John
Heilman, Sally
Helms, John
Helton, Pequett M.
Hendricks, Morris Harold
Herin, Charles Eastwood
Herrmann, Paul Martin
Hesseldenz, Robert Thomas
Hrischman, Jane M.
Hornoday, Mi Id red Louise
Howenstine, Harold
Row 3
Huetter, Gretchen Louise
Hulett, Charles Wilbur
Hull, Mary Elizabeth
Jackson, Lucille Caroline
Jay, Mary Isabelle
Jenkins, Thomas
Johnson, Betty Lou
Jones, Betty F.
Row 4
Jones, Dorothy Jeannette
Joseph, Loren Robert
Joyce, Richard Bruce
Kelleher, Richard
Kelly, Margaret
Kernel, Jo
Kibler, Mary Ann
Kimble, Janet Nita
Row 1 Row 2
Klippel, Harry Eugene
Knobel, George Fredrick
Knox, Robert F.
Kroning, Jane
Krause, Richard
Lauth, Robert L.
Lawson, Bob
Lowson, Wilmo
Lee, Mary Ann
Leftwich, Perry Clifford
MacDonald, Betty Jean
Manning, FHoward
Marshall, Carr
Marshall, Charles Lee
Martin, Richard
Mayo, Edward
Row 3 Row 4
McConoughy, Evelyn
McConnell, Martha
McKibben, Jean
McKinzie, Bob E.
McMahan, hdelen
Mendenhall, Foye Irene
Miles, Betty Bee
Miller, Betty
Miller, Ray Edwin
Mock, Betty Jane
Mooney, Joseph
Moore, James Edward
Morgan, Janet Elizabeth
Mount, Mary Jane
Mundt, Arthur F.
Murbarger, Betsy Anne
Row 1 Row 2
Neiman, Miriam Augusta
New, Leroy Kenneth
Newman, Herbert
Newman, Rosemary
Nicolai, Lois Jeanne
Noble, Virginia
Noonan, Betty Jane
Nordsieck, Elfriede Marie
O'Hora, Louise
Ottinger, Margaret Ann
Palmer, Wayne Robert
Parks, D. Francis
Parrish, Margaret Emma
Parsons, Mary Fonchon
Patrick, Bernice
Patrick, Robert
Row 3 Row 4
Paul, Nellie Jo
Pickerel, Joynet
Plock, Jane
Powell, Russell hJoward
Presecan, Walter
Prichard, Robert M.
ProFfitt, Margaret Isabelle
Rader, Frances Winafred
Rahe, Norma Claire
Rand, Forrest Wayne
Raymond, Julio Marie
Read, J. Ruth
Redmyer, H. Glen
Rehm, Ruth FHorriet
Reimer, Clarice
Reisler, Philip Brown
« .^^:'J90L .J^
Row 1 Row 2
Renta, Mary
Reynolds, Marcella Jane
Roberts, Frank B.
Roderick, Gene V.
Rogers, Ralph O.
Root, Helen Gray
Rork, Marjorie Anne
Ross, Mcry Jane
Roupp, Dorothy Alice
Ryan, Mabel Louise
Ryman, Louise
Sacksteder, Stella
Sanders, Betty Ellen
Scarborough, Margery A.
Schoefer, Genevieve
Scheidler, Mary
Row 3 Row 4
Schey, Rosalea
Schuiz, Florence Charlotte
Schwarz, Stanley FH.
Shearer, Kenneth W.
Sedam, Emma Naomi
Settles, Jeanne
Shiel, John Joseph
Sims, Robin L.
Smeltzer, FHugh Byron
Smith, Helen M.
Southworth, Wm. Rosemary
Springer, Dorothy Ann
Stackhouse, Sue
Steinmetz, William F
Stratton, Mary Janet
Stultz, Robert Mark
Row 1 Row 2
Sutherland, Robert
Swartz, Dudley Pershing
Sweeney, Eileen Frances
Thiesing, Mildred Erma
Tindall, Mary Ann
Uhl, h-larriett Jane
Vandermeer, Mel
VanDorn, Anna Catherine
Vogler, Lewis Allison
Voorhees, Irvine Carl
Vosloh, Chonning Marion
Walters, Bettv Philippa
Warner, Madonna
Weaver, Mary
Weinkaut, Kenneth
Willcutts, hielen Jean
Row 3 Row 4
Wilson, Mabel Emily
WinField, Ramona
Witman, George Gredrick
Wood, Patricia Wilson
Barlow, Albert Esco
Boyle, Edward
Calvert, George Morgan
Dreschel, Bonnie Jean
Fallis, Mary
Jones, Para Lee
Lockart, Elizabeth Anne
Often called "lowly frosh" these
first year persons will long remember
tFieir initiation into Butler. Theirs has
not been an easy one, but the kno^/l-
edge they have garnered will serve
them admirably as they find the "going"
of collegiate life harder and harder.
GlaA^ aj 'Uf
President
JAMES HARDIN
Vice-President
MARY BELL
Secretary
JEANETTE RODGERS
Treasurer
THOMAS McKEAN
Row 1
Abts, Henry William
Andry, Carl Franklin
Arzet, Anna Katherine
Ausman, Frederick
Bailey, Ethel
Baillie, F^arry L.
Baker, Evelyn Louise
Ball, Betty Jane
Row 2
Barkan, Dma
Bates, Betty
Beghtil, Veiora Ivonah
Bell, Mary
Berry, FHelen Ruth
Bicknell, Louise Frances
Bingham, Remster
Boettcher, Betty
Row 3 Row 4
Bowden, Mary
Bowen, William
Boyd, James
Bragg, Mildred
Brillhart, Orilda
Broadstreet, Frank
Brooks, Grace
Bryan, Morris
Buckman, Lorraine
Busch, Richard
Bushmann, Donald
Bynum, Daniel
Byrkett, Jacob
Cam, Richard
Carr, John
Carr, Lani
*yi ^* ^^m. ''«99 vis 'sK '^w
Row 1 Row 2
Caylor, Harriett
Charles, John
Clanin, Frances
Clay, Mary
Collins, Betty
Colvin, Lois
Comsa, Nick
Conner, Cornelia
Conner, Robert
Conrad, Lorene
Cook, Eleanor
Costas, George
Craft, Frances
Cramer, Max
Crawford, Stanley
Crawford, William
Row 3 Row 4
Crose, Carol
Curtis, Jack
Daniels, Florence
Darner, Grace
Dawson, Carl
Defenderfer, Dorothy
Diddel, Judith
Dinwiddle, William
Donewald, Jack
Dreyer, Allan
Dugger, Doyle
Dukes, Forrest
Edwards, Betty
Ernst, Mary
Espinoso, Roberto
Ewing, Margaret
Row 1 Row 2
Row 3
Fall, Herbert Forrest, Jeanne
Fiecnter, FHarold Fosgote, Evelyn
Fenner, Louise Foster, Betty
Fink, Mary Fox, Michael
Fitzpatrick, James Fox, Virginia
Flock, Neoral Foxworthy, Richard
Fleetwood, Blanche Freeland, Curtis
Ford, Jane Fromhold, Mary
Row 4
Garwood, James Guleff, Methody
Goetz, Montrew Guthridge, Sue
Gormley, Greta FHock, Stephen
Graham, Betty Fdoir, Ruth
Gray, Esther FHamilton, Donald
Griffith, Doris FJamilton, William
Griffith, Isobelle h^arbaugh, Peggy
hiarder, Margaret
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Row 1 Row 2
Row 3
Hardin, James Hodge, Mary Jane
Harrell, Mary Elizabeth Holliman, Nancy
Harrod, Joel Hoss, Virginia
Haynes, Mary Catherine Hov>/ard, Raymond
hHaynes, Thomas Hubbell, Paul
Helt, Mary Alice Humphrey, Robert
hHemmerlein, Sara Hunt, Aria
Hill, John Paul Joggers, Frank
Row 4
James, Dorotha Jean Keller, Joe
Johnson, Mary Catherine Keller, Jo Ann
Johnson, Virginia Kemp, Suzanne
Johnson, William Kenney, Florence
Johnston, Mary Jane Kershaw, Robert F.
Jose, Elmer Kimmich, Robert
Kayser, Margaret Knudsen, Lewis
Keiser, Barbara Koehrn, Carl
m m iM'
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Row 1 Row 2
Lahmann, Margaret
LaMosters, Ruth
Lambert, C. W.
Lawler, Frances
Lay, William
Lee, William
Leslie, Rosemary
Lewis, Jack
Lilly, Russell
Lilly, William
Lihell, Noble
Lloyd, Spencer
Lobdell, William
Lockhart, Cecil
Loder, Lois
Lorenz, Margaret
Row 3 Row 4
Lowery, Bette
Lundmark, Leonore
MacBride, Florence
Mann, Rebecca
Martin, Betty Rose
Martin, Verna
Marvel, Freda
Mayhill, Lucille
McDowell, Margaret
McFHatton, Martin
McKeon, Thomas
McQueen, David
Mendenholl, Hirst
Menikheim, Virginia
Mennel, Virginia
Meredith, Argie
Row 1
Mertz, Ruth
Miles, Emily
Miller, Gladys
Moore, Dorothy
Morey, Dale
Morris, Kathleen
Murphy, Mary
Myers, Rose
Row 2
Mythen, Joseph
Orr, Mildred
Osborne, Ethel
Ostlund, Robert
Ostlund, William
Owens, Betty
Owen, Jane
Paddock, Kenneth
Row 3 Row 4
Paul, Mary Frances
Phelps; Barbara
Phillips, Phyllis Ann
Phillips, Robert
Pierce, Jane Day
Pollard, Patricia
Purcell, Elster
Rafert, Frank
Rauch, Russell
Reece, Mary
Reno, John
Renz, Robert
Richardson, Charles
Riddick, Thomas
Rodgers, Jeonette
Rushton, Doris
Row 1 Row 2
Russo, Arnold
Sarsfield, Shirley
Seulean, Augie
Shadinger, Ted
Sherfey, Caroline
Sherman, Carol
Smith, Naomi
Smith, Margaret
Smyrnis, Tula
Smythe, Maurie
Snider, William
Sobbe, Donald
Steele, Leetha
Stewart, Robert
Striby, Lola Marie
Swoger, William
Row 3 Row 4
Symmes, Alfred
Taylor, Phil
Tedrowe, Charles
Terhune, Martha
Thomas, Jeanette
Thompson, Thomas
Todd, Wilma
Townsend, Ann
Turner, Edward
Vandevender, Margaret
VanOsdol, William
Woldron, hHelen
Ward, Sara
Ware, Richard
Weakley, Elizabeth
Westra, Alice
Row 1 Row 2
Whittinghill, Wilbur
Wildman, Bob
Wildman, Max
Wilkerson, Mertis
Williams, Janet
Wolf, John H.
Wolfanger, Lois
Woods, Lee
Woodson, Durbin
Young, Mildred
Brooks, Mary Helen
Bunten, Morion
Camhi, Sophie
Coolman, Betty
Petterson, Loretta
Reynolds, Sara Ann
Roach, Sylvia
Row 3
Sparling, Virginia
Spencer, Alberta
When all is said and done, classes
are not all there is to university life.
The scenes on the following pages are
indicative of the life we will long
remember as Butler. Our friends
around us, the walks on the campus,
the good times at the stunts, and all
the memories made eternal by print
will refresh our thoughts of college
days.

"Skeepy", "Wild Bill'
and Shi rley con
verse . •
The Return of the
"Joe" . . . The Thetos coking
Isn't
—
(?)
—
grand .
7 '**^^.
The campus vs. the classroor
The Canal \^ends its way through
an avenue of green . . . Not a
hiking class, just nature lovers . . .
The everpresent gome of chance
. .
. Giving the professor un-
divided attention . . . Time to
relax (and be photographed)
. . . Selling roses . . . Ra
birds . . . Did someone lose a
penny . . .
"Mitch" prepares . . . Senior
prexy and two hungry feminine
admirers . . . hdurrying to the
"Spoon" . . . Watch the birdie .
'^•^
At Geneva stunts ... an old grad relates . . . horse-
play by the Delta Gammas . . . More horseply by the
Alpha Chis . . . The Theta Double Quartet renders . .
At the Bluekey Hole stunts . . . Ghastly ghosts in the
Lambda Chi brain child . . . Freeland freelances for
the Sigma Chis .
. . and the mighty Phi Delt swing band.
And the Chamber classic . . . Before the start at the
Sigma Chi mansion . . . the start; Sigma Chis to the
right, Phi Delta to the left . . . More Sigma Chis running
easily . . . the principals, honorary starter, Klingler,-
driver Abts of the Phi DeltS; driver Freelond of the
Sigma Chis and the Queen . . .
Arriving for the Butler-Indiana charity basketball game
. . . the Governor and his party . . . the Butler band
in action . . . the crov/d cheers . . . and the oFficials
officiate . . .
The frosh battle the sophs for a dirty flog atop a greasy pole, tch, tch . . . and
better yet, the firemen tried to spoil our fun and went home empty handed . . .
not a bomb bursting, just the fire raging . . . "Diz" leads the multitudes in a rousing
cheer for the whole—team . . . the editor holds his hat as "Tony" blows . . .
all track training for the captain . . . the Phi Delta ark, a Homecoming decoration
. . . Chester and Virg dish it out . . . The Pi Phis also decorated . . . and the
winner, the Sigma Nus . . . crowds at the Homecoming terpsichore . . . the flag-
pole gets its decoration . . .
l.'^'^A
A Tri Delt conFlcb . . . The Kappas
exhibit attention, complacency, admir-
ation, and mirth . . . and the Delts
prove that a person can do more than
one thing at a time . • •
A Delta Gamma bridge game, with
kibitzers . . • Sigma Chis around that
old piano ... a Lambda Chi lunch
. . . a Pi Phi gathering . .
The Thetas talk the whole
thing over . . . the Alpha
Chis bridging as an aid to
digestion . . . Barry, Stal-
cup, and "I'm alright" Reis-
ler in the Sigma Nu front
room . . .
Freeland crowns a Queen
Two loving couples play
peek-a-boo . . . Paul and
Jane chaperoning .
You guess . . . Husking
time . . . Krauss stoops at
the drop of a hat . . .
^F^
V-^l!*
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For Chick and Neil its Over
. . . Chairman Shiel and
"Drewsy" dance . . . Smith
proves his condition . . .
Refreshment time . . • Shep-
perd presents Johnson with
first prize for a corsage fit
to eat . . .
fk' 1
1
The Queen and her King enjoy a dance . . . Prexy
Connor and lady Morris ditto at the left . . .
Benny blows . . . Bartender Pearce in the
Phi Delt monstrosity . . .
... as the Queen was presented . . . and
the grand march . . .
'A thing of beauty is a joy forever."
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Athletes are the objects of much
praise and abuse, but after all is said,
there is no greater thrill to university
life than a gridiron contest, a hardwood
tussle, a baseball encounter, or the
many other sporting events which fill
student life with excitement and sorrow.
i"n li L t I U
ATHLETIC FACULTY
What with the big barn Butler owns northeast of Jordan hHall, a 4-hl club follows
OS o natural development. There's heckler hlinkle, hurrying hlolmes, happy Hugh,
and how about Hedden—our esteemed athletic faculty.
It was a red-letter day for Butler the day in 1921 when Paul D. Hinkle was
signed as a Bulldog coach. In his eighteen years of tutoring, Tony , athletic
director and coach of the football, basketball, and baseball teams, numbers among
his achievements two national and several basketball championships and four
consecutive state gridiron crowns. His friendly personality coupled with a positive
genius of sports ano'ysis has gamed "Hink " the reroanition of "a maker of athletes.
One of the country s youngest collegiate mentors is Lorry Holmes, track tutor.
Jumping from a brilliant career as a hurdler, the 22 year old hdolmes was chosen
from a flock of prominent candidates to take over the cinder path reins relinquished
last spring by hHermon Philips. And in his debut, Larry hod a very successful season,
culminated with the winning of the college division in the Butler Indoor Relays.
Then there's hdugh Walden Middlesworth and Frank hHedden. As hHinkle's
righthand man in football, "Wally", one of Butler's athletic immortals, has, in the
few short years of his tenure, proven himself invaluable. And "Pop" hfedden
—
he s the forge that molds the freshmen athletes and turns over all football, basket-
ball, baseball, and track men to "Tony", ready, willing, and above all, able.
Trainer Morris and the cheer piovol<ers
BUTLER
An invitation to ploy a New Year's bowl game, a
fourth consecutive state championship, and a profes-
sional team draft on two of its players are the best
measuring sticks for the grand success of the 1937
football squad, and better measuring sticks are not
made.
Almost carbon-copying last year's undefeated record,
the Bulldogs won 5, tied 1, and lost 2, against the most
formidable opposition in years. Coach Paul hHinkle s
proteges won as they pleased over Valparaiso and
Evansville, repulsed DePauw, and emerged with a tie
against Wabash—to remain undefeated for the season
for their fourth consecutive Indiana secondary inter-
collegiate conference title. Against out-of-conference
competition Butler defeated Cincinnati and Washington
and Jefferson, but drew the short end of the score
against Purdue and Western State. All of which gave
them a total of 141 points, as against opponents 47.
This record is all the more laudable in view of the
fact that the injury list was the longest in many a year.
O'Connor Up and Over.
BULLDOGS
Only a couple of hardy souls escaped the casualty jinx,-
broken bones were as numerous as bruises,- the field-
house crutches and a few other pairs were on non-stop
trips all fall/ and at one time six ends were laid up,
at the same time.
Individually, the Bulldogs presented an excellent
array: Blackaby, an explosive plunger,- Welton, elusive,
high-stepping halfback,- Broderick, hard-blocking quar-
terback,- Crawford and Costantino, hard-tackling halves,-
Weger and hiauss, powerful tackles,- Wuest and Scho-
field, fast-charging guards,- Vandermeer and Sporer,
dependable, and speedy flankmen, and Bill Connor,
wide-awake pivotman. And then there was Tom
hHording. Sophomore Tom is one of those backfield
men you have to take standing up,- you con t watch
this human dynamo from a sitting position. It was a
rare occasion when Tom didn't stamp, plunge, race,
shift, hop-step-jump his way to a six or seven yard
average per gome
Purdue furnished the first opposiion in a game that
marked the fiftieth anniversary of the first gridiron fracas
Blackaby Intercepts.
between the two schools. After a gallant First half,
the hHinklemen, for lack of reserve strength, wilted and
the Boilermakers won, 33 to 7. Fine line play absorbed
every Purdue threat until late in the gome when Isbell
passed to Zachary for six points. In the last quarter,
runs by Juska, Brock, and DeWitte helped the Boiler-
maker cause, while the Bulldogs counted a touchdown
on a pass from Welton to O Connor.
The following week, Butler downed Cincinnati,
13 to 0. A clever lateral pass from Capt. Blackoby to
Welton set up the first marker, o one-yard plunge by
Blackaby doing the final damage. An intercepted pass
by Bob Connor and a subsequent fumble recovery by
Vandermeer enabled Blackaby to crash four yards for
the other score.
Next came an easy 33 to victory over Valparaiso,
the first conference game of the season. Alert ploy
by h^auss and Bill Connor was largely responsible for
the first two markers. A fumble recovery by the former
and a blocked punt by the latter set the stage for two
touchdowns by Capt. Blackaby. A brilliant 48 yard
gallop by hdording produced the third marker, followed
by touchdowns by Kreag and Stalcup. In this tilt,
hiarding picked up 107 yards in 11 tries, for an average
of 9.7 yards. Just call him "first and ten" hiarding.
Harding Wriggles Loose.
The fourth fray was a 51 to romp over Evonsville.
Tom started the boll rolling with an 18 yard touchdown
jaunt. Welton raced 45 yards for the second six-
pointer, with Kreog and Costantino following suit with
a touchdown apiece. Welton got his second one next
on a short plunge and then passed to Vondermeer for
touchdown number 6. After Norman, Bulldog center,
had intercepted an enemy aerial heave, Crawford took
a turn, and it was another si.K points. But the last one
was the best. On the 50 yard line hHarding cut off an
Evonsville pass and the Purple passer hit the jack-pot
for Tom opened up with every bockfield trick imaginable
in a one man march to the goal.
An mtersectionol rival, Washington and Jefferson,
wos disposed of hHomecoming v/eek, 12 to 0. The
Pennsylvanians, who once played in the Rose Bowl,
were no match for the Bulldogs and the score is not a
fair indication of the advantage the Indianapolis team
amassed in total yards gained. hHarding, in 24 attempts,
collected 158 yards. Culminating a field-long drive,
a short smash by Blockoby provided the first tally. Bill
Connor's pass interception habit precipitated the other
score, when he grabbed a W. & J. aerial thrust on
the opponent's 17 yard stripe. Harding went 11 yards
and Welton finished the trip on the next play.
Biackaby Pounds Along.
A
Butier lashed out wit'n two nerve-tingling touch-
down ploys to whip DePouw, 12 to 0, the following
week. George Perry, starting his First contest since
incurring a bad knee injury in the Purdue game, blocked
a Tiger punt and, scooping up the loose ball, raced
24 yards to score standing up. The second pay dirt
plunge come when Copt. Blackoby catapulted through
the left side of the Greencostle forward wall and
sprinted 86 yards to score, aided effectively down the
field by the fine blocking of Jim hHouss.
Next the hHinklemen met Wabash and the Bulldogs
fine registered its sixth consecutive game without being
scored upon, but the backs failed to tally for the first
time and the Final gun found the score to 0. Though
held to a draw, Butler annexed its fourth conference
championship with this encounter. The titleholders out-
gained the Cavemen practically two to one, piling up
a yardage advantage of 257 to 132. hHighlight of the
fracas was a goal line stand by the Blue and White
forward wall. With the boll on its six inch line, the
Bulldog line repulsed four Wabash thrusts.
The last conFlict, the Dad's and High School Senior's
Day, was with Western State. This game was a thriller
from start to finish. Although the Bulldogs lost 1 4 to 1 3
the Butler team ended a successful season with colors
flying. Copt. Blackaby ended his football career by
scoring all 13 points and retaining the scoring title
for Indiana for the third straight year.
With the campaigning over, Capt. Blackaby, Bill
Connor, Joke Weger and Frank Welton were nominated
on most of the conference all-state teams. Weger and
Blackaby were approached by professional teams and
the American Legion invited the Bulldogs to play a
New Years Day game in Phoenix, Ariz. Fearing that
a post-season gome would hurt the participants academic
program, the athletic committee declined the invitation.
The Bulldogs would have met one of the following
teams: Hardin-Simmons, Louisiana Tech, or the College
of the Pacific.
All in all the season v^as one that will rank among
the best in the history of Butler football and the men
who played a part will live in the minds of Butler fans.
*'*VI
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Let's just call the 1937-38 bas-
ketball campaign a dual season.
Taking off on one of the
country's most imposing schedules,
the Bulldogs won eight of the
first ten games, and then injuries
and mediocre playing got tangled
up with the skid chains, and the
hHinklemen salvaged only three
of the remaining thirteen tilts.
Their passes clicking near per-
fection, goal-shooting average,
high, floor and "rebound' game
functioning well, errors few and
for between, and their defense
as tight as a drum, the Bulldogs
subdued Oakland City, Pitts-
burgh, Northwestern, Boston Uni-
versity, Cincinnati, Michigan, and
DePauw, while losing only to
Iowa and Marquette. Sharing
the major portion of the he
these first
i onors
III LiitJie i iiL glorious contests
were the pepperpot of the outfit,
Jerome Steiner,- consistently good,
George Perry,- steady. Art Cos-
grove,- erratically-brilliant,
Chester Joggers and Willord
Fawcett; reliable. Bill Geyer,-
fighting,- Laurel Poland; and
potent, but horizontal, Bill Merrill.
With this much of the season
a glowing success, Butler fans
anticipated a brilliant finale.
Banquets were even being
planned in the celebration of
the great season. The eight
regulars were good, capable
reserves were plentiful, and
"master mind" Tony hHinkle was
in rare form. But, a recurrence
of a football knee injury to
George Perry put him on the
sidelines for the remainder of the
schedule. Steiner was constantly
bothered by a weakened ankle
and the rest of the men went
stale.
Oakland City was taken into
camp, 45 to 26, in the opener
Dec. 4; Louisville was dropped,
28 to 23, and the great Pitts-
burgh five was set back, 24 to
23. The hHinklemen struck their
first snog when the Iowa team
downed them at Indianapolis, 36
to 31, but the Blue and White
aggregation come back to humble
another Big Ten opponent. North-
western, 30 to 21, and an inter-
sectional rival, Boston, was
beaten, 38 to 33. The team
improved with leaps and bounds
and next handed Cincinnati a
38 to 25 drubbing. Next in line
came the great Michigan team
headed by an Indianapolis man,
johnny Tov^nsend. The result
was a 38 to 35 victory for the
Bulldogs, the game being one of
the most thrilling ever played in
the fieldhouse.
I%likh.
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Five-foot, six inch Steiner was
the hero of the lost four frays,
scoring on average of 12 points
per game and holding up ably
the defensive end of his game.
Marquette was next and
handed the Bulldogs a 39 to 32
defeat at Milwaukee. hHo^/ever,
the Bulldogs were not out of the
picture and came back to hand
DePauw a 32 to 28 lacing. To
make a long and sad story short
from here on in the Bulldogs lost
in turn to Central Normal, 22i.to
15/ Indiana Central, 43 to 40;
Notre Dame, 39 to 26/ Michigan
State, 21 to 15; Detroit, 25 to 21;
Indiana, 42 to 23. They came
bock to down Wabash, 25 to 22
but again hit the skids and Frank-
lin, Marquette, and Notre Dome
beat them in turn. DePauw was
walloped again, 40 to 24; but
Wabash battled bock and won,
38 to 28; and then the Bulldogs
wrote "30" to their hardwood
campaign for the year by beating
Franklin, 32 to 30.
Notwithstanding the 11 won
and 12 lost viewpoint, the men
were good and had a good team
much of the time. Only four men
are lost by graduation, Merrill,
Cosgrave, Wagener, and Fow-
cett finishing up their four years
of competition. But, with the
influx of material from the first
year team the prospects for next
year are as rosy as a summer
sunrise.
\u \uu
The best things mav come in small packages, but
"five will get you Five." Mr. hiinkle prizes that most in
life, a scale-punishing freshman football team like the
one Mr. hHeddon tutored this fall. An even half-dozen
of the frosh balanced the beams at 200 pounds or more
each.
The rhinies, one of the best first-year squads in
recent years, gave an early indication of their power
by holding the varsity to a 6 to victory in the annual
yearling-varsity fracas.
DePauw and Wabash were met, with the Bullpups
running both into the ground, 32 to and 38 to 7,
respectively. In the Tiger tilt, Ralph Swager, with two
touchdowns, Robert Ellis, fdugh Pryor, and Stanley
Cra^'ford combined efforts to score in every quarter.
The Wabash encounter was another "breeze", with
Alexander Yovanovich and Dan Veza tallying twice to
rate scoring honors. James Garwood and Swager
accounted for two scores.
Numeral winners, in addition to the players already
mentioned, were Joe Dezelan (honorary captain),
Willis Milan, Ray hHoword, Emil Unser, Lee Wiggam,
Robert Purkhiser, Dave McQueen, Louis Sasek, Methody
Guleff, Max Cramer, Charles McDowell, John Noel,
Pete Lockhart, Harry Baillie, Doyle Dugger, Charles
Richardson, hHarold Feichter, John Reno, Paul Armstrong,
Jacob Byrket, Joe Riggs, Charles Shadlouski, and John
Ticusan and John Spitz, student managers.
"Pop" fdedden's freshman basketball teams are a
constant source of pride for the student body in general
and the fieldhouse in particular, but this year's frosh,
to use a moth-eaten expression, eclipsed them all. And
that ain't hay.
The 1941 kids were undefeated in five scheduled
tilts: they trouned the Indiana State rhinies, 59 to 22;
Wabash, 31 to 22,- DePauw, 43 to 23; Wabash again,
39 to 23, and the Pharmaceutical College 65 to 15.
An offensive total of 237 points earned them an average
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of 47.4 points a tilt. That's really being offensive! Defensively, only 105 digits were recorded against
thiem, for a game overage of 21.
Former prep satellites and near-stars were figures in the picture. Robert Dietz was elected honorary
captain, and Harold "Racehorse" Braden was chosen the most valuable. Others ready, willing, and able
to "pour" at hHedden's hardwood teas were Lyie Neat, Wilbur Whittinghill, Paul Armstrong, Charles Richard-
son, William hiamilton. Jack Clayton, and Dole Morey.
Constantly pushing the above for regular positions were Robert Wildmon, Jim McCroy, Joe Weinberg,
Dove McQueen, Methody Guleff, Charles Shadlowski, Lester Combs, Robert Ostlund, Armstead Elkin, and
Robert Purkhiser.
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The biggest little track team in
the history of Butler and the
youngest track coach in the country
aptly describes the Butler thinly-
clads and their coach, Larry
hHolmes. With nine men scoring
1 54 points in the first three indoor
meets of the season, the Bulldogs
scored victories over Michigan
Normal and Western State by the
scores of 48 to 47 and 62 1-2 to
32 1-2 respectively. They lost
to Wayne University of Detroit by
the score of 51 to 44. Rosy
Southworth and Charles Mar-
shall, both sophomores, led the
squad in points scored for these
three meets. Beginning with the
Illinois Relays, the Bulldogs relay
squad of Captain Bill Olsen,
quarter miler; Milt Weiner, mid-
dle distance and general utility
man,- George Richardson, middle
distances, all seniors, and South-
v/orth showed their versatility by
winning the college medley title,
and capturing fourth in the mile
relay. The same men captured
several places in the Central
Collegiate meet at Notre Dame
against such teams as Pitt, the
host team, Marquette, Michigan
State, and other top notch squads.
Southworth won second in the
mile run, Olsen fifth in the 440,
and the mile relay team fifth.
The next week at the Butler
Relays the boys won the college
division for the first time in the
history of the relays. They won
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the college medley and ran into
second place in the college mile
and half mile relays. The some
four men ran in all three races.
The team resumed competition
outdoors with a squad of 17 men.
Six men went to the Drake Relays.
The relay team plus Marshall and
Al Sporer, javelin thrower, made
the trip. Queen Marjorie Zech-
iel of Butler helped cheer the
boys to fourth place in two events:
the college two mile and one
mile relays.
This was the toughest com-
petition of the middle and south-
west. The team travelled to
Naperville, III. to defeat North
Central College in a dual meet
70 to 60. For the third time
this year the result of the meet
depended on the mile relay and
the boys pulled us over the hump.
Southworth with two firsts and
the relay and Marshall with two
firsts and two seconds led the
team to its victory. Against
Wabash the team won with
110 1-2 points with every Butler
man scoring; But won firsts in
every event. Western State
avenged their indoor defeat by
defeating the Bulldogs 75 to 56.
Again Marshall led the Bulldogs.
A meet with DePauw, a three
way meet with Indiana Central
and Ball State, and the Little
State Track meet, where Butler
is the defending champion and
the favorite to retain the title,
and the Big State Meet ore the
remaining encounters at this
writing.
V
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"The Greatest Track Show in the Mid-west" made its sixth
annual appearance at the Butler Fieldhouse March 19. Presided
over by Queen Betty Wangelin, the affair v^as witnessed by some
10,000 persons, who were thrilled for more than three hours by
the abilities of 350 athletes. The officials, all in formal attire, were
kept busy by the record setting pace of the contestants. Interested
persons with reliable opinions predict that the steady growth of the
Butler Indoor Relays will result in its being the outstanding track
event of the country within a fe'w years.

Press time found the baseball nine with the
enviable record of six wins and only one loss.
Highlighting the still young season has been the
club clouting, with the team as a whole batting
on the thither side of .300.
Leading the attack after the first seven tilts
has been Thomas h^arding, veteran center fielder,
with a mark of .450, and Joe Macek, first socker,-
Richard Wilson, catcher, and Frank Carbon, short-
stop, all maintaining slugging averages between
.350 and .400.
Three new faces have appeared regularly on
the field. Carbon, Paul h^errmann, third baseman,
and Jerome Steiner, pitcher, sophomores. In
addition to the seven players mentioned, regulars
have been Silvio Costantino, second baseman-
outfielder,- Cody Burdette, second baseman,- Inmon
Blackaby, pitcher, and Andy Boa and Laurel
Poland, outfielders.
Purdue was met first and given an 8 to lacing,
with Blackaby feeding the Boilermakers only two
hits. The upstaters previously had completed a
successful seven-game southern road trip. Costan-
tino, Wilson, hlermonn, and Carbon hit safely
tv/ice to pace the victors.
Gick" Steiner's home run with one on in the
last of the ninth chalked up the second victory,
over Indiana Central, 6 to 5. Butler's "Frank
Merriwell " was pitching his first college game and
allowed seven bingles . . . none the first five
innings. Franklin went down next, 8 to 1, with
Blackaby the winning twirler.
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A^split in a double-header with Earlham snapped the winning streak at four straight.
Gick struck out 13 Quakers to win the First fracas, 10 to 5, but a few bod "breaks" gave
Blackaby the first setback, 4 to 3, in the second half of the twin bill. The senior chucker
come bock at Indiana Central's expense, however, in the sixth gome and scattered seven
hits OS the Bulldogs took out squatter's rights on the socks on 19 hits to beat the Greyhounds,
14 to 3. hHording and Wilson, with five and four hits, respectively, led the willow waving.
The hHinklemen knocked Wabash from the undefeated class on a tenth-inning, run scoring
single by Boa for their sixth victory, 4 to 3. Sterner went the route for his third triumph.
Included in the utility brigade were Jack Naylor, Woodrow Mikkelson, and Earl Gibson,
infielders; James Kubol, Larry Ross, and Joseph O'Connor, catchers,- Robert Connor, Rex
Blacker, and hJenry Davis, outfielders, and Joe Bolanowski, pitcher. The Seniors were
Blackaby, Macek, Boa, and Burdette.
nil
After a long and determined struggle for a niche on the sports calendar, the varsity tennis team arranged
G six-match card, three of which it played before the Drift deadline. Not as successful as last year's squad,
the netters have lost to Cincinnati, Wabash, and Earlham. Matches with Purdue and DePauw and a return
engagement with the Quakers, followed by the state collegiate tourney at Richmond, complete the schedule..
Roger hHocker served as team manager and No. 1 man, while Don Waggoner, finalist in the state tourney
last spring, held down the No. 2 spot. Both are seniors. The third singles spot was taken by Arthur Mundt,
sophomore, and the fourth was divided between hdarold hHowenstine, sophomore, and Robert Fattig, junior.

M££
From the COCOON and the TOWER, hterary magazines that flourished on Butler's
campus a decade ago, MANUSCRIPTS has inherited a tradition of high standards in editorial
policy, and a belief that a worthwhile literary publication must not be "collegiate". By
remaining olive to the modern demand that that which is good shall also be attractive, yet
by hewing constantly to the principles dictated by a spirit of good taste, the editors of MANU-
SCRIPTS have produced a magazine that gains the interest and attention of those who ore
genuinely interested in cultural academic activity, and a high type of expression.
MANUSCRIPTS is a literary quarterly sponsored by the English department, supervised
by faculty members, and managed by students. It differs from most college publications in
that it is non-profit-making and carries no advertising. Funds ore raised through assessments
or fees in the composition courses, in which it is regarded as an experimental laboratory.
In the five years since its inception, MANUSCRIPTS has published nearly four hundred essays,
poems, sketches, and short stories representing some two hundred and fifty students. Each
year it has featured in the May issue the prize-winning selections of the annual literary
competition sponsored by the University. It has increased the number of its pages from
twenty-four to thirty-two pages for the regular issues, and from twenty-four to forty-eight
pages in the May issue. Each year has seen improvement in the art work and general make-up.
The purpose of MANUSCRIPTS is to stimulate interest in writing as an art. By making
available the best that is being written in the freshman composition classes, in Verse Forms,
in Advanced Composition, and in Creative Writing, MANUSCRIPTS seeks to give enjoy-
ment and satisfaction to all who would write interestingly and well.
THE DOGHOUSE
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On one night in January 1938, three boys decided that what the institution needed was
something to perpetuate the spirit of the student body and to give to the students a pub-
hcation that could rightly be called their own.
Phil Reisler, Lewis Knudson and William Stalcup, with the inspiration of Frank Beaven
who worked on the Wabash Caveman and is now a notional artist, conceived the idea of
the "Doghouse", the one and only official humor publication of our renowned hloosier
University,
After two months of passing the publications committee, pounding pavements for adver-
tisements and dickering for copy, the magazine made its initial appearance on March 17,
1938.
The success which came more than compensated for the hard work which the three
editors and their illustrious staff spent on its completion. The staff is composed of Loy Baxter,
Graduate Editor; William Stalcup, Editor-in-Chief; Lewis Knudson, Business Manager;
Phil Reisler, Art Editor; Betty hiarger, Advertising Manager; Curt Freeland, Circulation
Manager.
The Prom Issue was released on April 22 and was a decided success. The Graduation
Issue is to be released on May 20, The magazine will be an institution here on the campus
and will be carried on by the student body.
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Gridders Object as Faculty Rejects
Invitation for Ne\v Years Day Game
Christmas Parties,
Dances, Plays On
Yuletide Schedule
7 NET GAMES, MEETINGS,
Y. W. C. A. DOLL SHOW
COMPLETE PROGRAM
With only 18 days until
Christmas, Butler Yuletide acti-
vities are getting in full swing.
The first Christmas parties,
plays, and dances are making
their appearance, with scarcely
a week passing since the final
Thanksgiving party ended. CIli'j
Girh 15^ Sends Plea for Toys
For 6 Children in Her Family
The following letter was received by the chainnen of the
Collegian Cheer Drive:
My father is out of work and he is a cripple. I have a
sister and three brothers. Their ages are: boys. 1. 13, 17;
girls, 6, 4, 3. I am 15 years old. I know they would be
disappointed if Santa wouldn't come to see them this
year. We need clothing bad. The girl, 6, wants a doll and
dishes; girl 4, wants doll, chairs and table; girl 3, wants
doll, ball, and stove; baby, a toy dog and ball; boy 13,
harp, football and skates. I wnted a bicycle for years but
never did get one. Hoping I will this Christmas. All I
want is a bicycle, skates, and a coat. My mother and
father need clothing as bad as we children do.
Anna S--„
924 H street, City
Butler Squad Asked To Play
At Phoenix, Ariz,, Against
South<western Team Jan» 1
BULLETIN
Informeij that the footba)! players had petitioned to have the
faculty athletic committee reconsider its decision refusing an
invitation to play a bowl game in Phoenix, Ariz., Dr. Henrj
IVL Gelston, chairman of the committee, stated that a petition
would have no bearing on the refusal.
D.r. Paul Haworth, also a member of the committee, asserted
that the Indiana college conference and the Western Conference
(Big Ten) prohibit post-season grid games. Dr. Gelston also in-
timated that the post ^eaon r'jt^ was the determining factor
since Butler abides by the rep.ulations of bot.h conferences.
Confessing to be "Butler's Finest Publication " the Collegian comes out each Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday morning. After it has come into the possession of some
1200 students and they have spent the better port of their class hours scanning the Bulletin
Box and other informative items, the Collegian for that day is a thing of the past. Yet, this
is not so unusual, for the average life of any newspaper is only 1 5 or 20 minutes.
The Collegian is put out by the journalism students w/ith the aid of Professors FHammargren
and Burchard. All newswriting students serve as reporters and the farther along one gets
in journalism the farther along he gets on the staff of the Collegian. (If the Gods be with
him.)
As a sideline, the Collegian conducts a cheer drive about Christmas time and the pro-
ceeds are distributed among the needy of the city. The drive this post year was conducted
by Stanley R. Kent and Robert Kelley. The result was much clothing, many toys, and an
overabundance of potatoes.
An added feature of the Collegian this year was the weekly supplement. Collegiate
Digest. This was a roto-gravure section of pictures from colleges and universities all over
the country. Butler was represented several times, the pictures being sent in by the Publicity
office.
Editors for the post year were Beatrice Waiss and Clay Trusty. The Collegian during
the year took on interest in campus politics and further proved that the power of the editorial
press of the country is not what it used to be.
With a professed circulation of 2000, the Collegian should reach every student v^ho
daily attends Butler and several hundred other unclassified persons. Included in its columns
ore nev^s stories of the daily happenings about school and features, interviews, and other
recordings of interest to the student. So long has the Collegian been a regular feature
of the school day, that to some it would be utterly impossible to be without. It has been
published daily since 1886 and without any more errors than should be expected. Through
the DOSt year the Collegian has made a special effort to print the kind of stories and informa-
tion that the students wont and, with a wreath of laurel for everyone concerned, the Col-
legian has once more finished an adequate year.
Oh yes, the Drift. Well, there
really isn't much to say for the year-
book, for a thing of that kind usually
speaks for itself, good or bod. It is
quite possible that if nothing but the
covers of the book had come out this
year, but on time, everything would
have been all right. Butler students
v/ere getting so used to receiving
their yearbooks during the summer
months that they had dubbed the Drift
the "mid-summer publication.
"
But, here it is, and on time too.
Many long, hard hours have been put
into its publication and it is the sincere
hope of the staff that some satisfaction
will be received by each reader.
By the middle of April it was the editor's definite opinion that there is no such thing as
a non-procrastinating yearbook editor. Although, elaborate plans were laid whereas
no one would have to labor late and long, things just didn't work out that way and the
usual final rush accompanied the first of May.
In the way of a staff, there was the editor, whose name has since been forgotten. Also,
there was a business manager, Thomas T. Connolly, a very able and scotch-like bookkeeper.
Carolyn Varin and William hiart served sufficiently in their oositions of associate editor
and business manager, respectively. And for next year there will be George Dienerand Edward
Boyle, as the big guns and Romono Winfield and Mary Adelaide Denton, as under officers.
They did whatever was to be done during the past year and qualified for the more responsible
positions next year. Carol Sherman, Mary Bell, and Betty Collins, as freshmen, got a good
start for service t^o years hence. Sports were ably written bv Angelo Angelopolous,
but top honors for usefulness and service v/ent again to Charles Goo Smith, chief photog-
rapher and linguist.
All in all, everyone had a good time working and the entire staff sincerely hopes that
what they hove produced will find congenial company in the homes of all students and they
wish to thank everyone for the fine cooperation received in publishing the 1938 Drift.

For the friends and contacts we
made in the clubs and honorories
we will long thank Butler. Among
many other great services which she
rendered, she also gave us the oppor-
tunity to participate in activities other
than school work.
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STUDENT COUNCIL
Several worthy and weighty problems were brought to the attention of the
Student Council during the past year. The problem of the student lounge was
discussed time and time again but always there was some obstacle in the way to
solving it. Always there was some election that needed refereeing and it was
the Council's job to see that there were no toes tread on unfairly.
During the second semester the Council took up the torch of the golf team and_
finally brought about the formation of such a squad that would carry Butler colors
into intercollegiate fields.
The Council also collected the usual student contribution to the student budget
fund and paid for their Drift page. The usual misgivings of the givers accompanied
the donations. A motion to revise the student council regulations in the student
handbook was tabled indefinitely and a motion to increase the number of activity
points allowed each student was passed to accommodate some of the more active
students on the campus who were capable of keeping up their scholastic average
and at the same time have their fingers in many pies.
The Council this year was ably conducted by Robert Sorenson and Ellen h^amilton
served as secretary.
PHI KAPPA PHI
One of the highest honors which can be conferred on a Butler senior, is to be
elected to Phi Kappa Phi, a national honorary society, recognizing scholastic achieve-
ment through a person's college career. Twice a year the Butler faculty selects
members from the upper tenth of the senior class.
This year thirty-two members were selected and of this number thirty were girls.
It s beginning to look as if the girls are the smarties at Butler. Initiation and a formal
banquet, which is the only activity of the group is held always on the Friday before
graduation. Thus the active membership of the body is mode up of faculty members
and students never participate in it unless they become affiliated with a university
which has a Phi Kappa Phi group.
Officers of the group ore faculty members of the university and include Dr.
Earl R. Beckner, president; Dr. Albert Mock, vice-president; Miss Faye Contrail,
secretary; Dr. John E. Potzger, treasurer, and Mrs. FHelen \-\. Moore, journal cor-
respondent.
SCARLET QUILL
Scarlet Quill, one of the truly high honors for a senior girl, chooses its girls from
seniors who hove a high scholastic overage, on outstanding personality, and an
interest in activities and affairs of Butler University.
Only 12 fortunate juniors ore chosen. Selection of the nev^ members is made
by a surprise "capping" on May Day. After initiation, which is held at the lost
of the junior year, these chosen few signify their importance by a scarlet quill worn
on the bock of their senior jackets.
Scarlet Quill's purpose is to award a scholarship to some worthy girl having
on outstanding scholastic average in her first three semesters. This year the award
was received by Marie Kuntz. They also help Blue Key with the annual hHome-
coming Dance and house decorations.
Mrs. Alice Bidwell Wesenberg, faculty sponsor, entertained the actives at her
annual dinner in the fall. In the spring of each year she gives a tea for all alumnae
and members.
The officers are: Evelyn King, president; hdelen Eldridge, vice-president,-
Georgia Foster, secretary,- and Marjorie Zechiel, treasurer.
BLUE KEY
Because they finished the year with money to burn making them different from
other organizations is the distinctive honor claimed by the members of Blue Key.
hlowever, we of the student body know the organization as the organization to
which every mole student desires to belong, especially when the initiation fee is
as reasonable as it ought to be after such a financial well being has resulted from
the Blue Key football banquet.
Because of the misunderstanding that resulted when Bob Elson tried to speak
to two organizations in two different cities at the same time and consequently
spoke to nobody, the Blue Key members put their money in their pocket and their
tongue in their cheek and went on with the show, which by the way was very
good despite the unforeseen accident. Noble Ropkey of the Indianapolis Engraving
Co. was the toostmoster and did himself proud in handling the situation. The Blue
Key jointly sponsored the ^^omecoming dance with Scarlet Quill which was one
of the biggest campus dances of the year. They also sponsored the window decora-
tions for the homecoming.
Another big item on the organization's activity list is the Blue Keyhole stunts
which are held with the usual enthusiasm and ability on the part of the fraternities,
and the usual headaches on the port of the sponsors. The other item of work accom-
plished was the annual hard times dance which is held each spring.
The club is the senior men's honorary organization based on grades and activity.
The officers were Clarence Warren, president and William Merrill, William Olsen,
John Barnett, as associate officers and Paul D. hdinkle as faculty sponsor.
CHIMES
White canvas jackets with gold monogroms on the back, which appeared very
conspicuously during midwinter on the campus, were important factors this year in
reminding the student body of the activity of this group of junior women.
Probably the smallest and most exclusive honorary in school, election to it is
based on the activity, scholarship, leadership and character of a girl during her
sophomore year.
Sponsoring their ever popular afternoon tea dance following mid-semester
exams, the coeds took advantage of dating their favorite friends and spent the
afternoon cutting from a feminine stag line. Following a tradition of several years,
midsemester also found them entertaining transfer students at a tea in order to better
acquaint them with the university.
Donning "tuxes". May 10 found the coeds entertaining their dates and
alumni members at the annual Sweetheart Dinner at the Silver Cup tearoom.
Speeches and dancing followed the dinner.
Officers for the year included Elizabeth hienderson, president,- Mary Anna
Butz, vice-president,- Carolyn Varin, secertary,- and Marie Schubert, treasurer.
SPHINX CLUB
The Sphinx club continued to survive on the campus this season with an enroh'-
ment of men who for their first years on the campus have led their class, the junior
class, m most of its activities, h^owever with the passing of the 1936-37 members
there passed a noble effort to reestablish the traditions of the campus. One tra-
dition that the club did continue was the wearing of the sphinx pod, one tradition
that even ridiculousness could not squelch. The influx of women to the meetings
which were held in the B. I, A. room through the courtesy of ex-president Thompson,
was greatly increased over previous years.
Under the direction of "Peck" Joggers, the Sphinx relay dance was one of the
outstanding dances of the year and was done up with fitting ceremonies that crowned
Betty Wangeiin as queen of the relays. All the other pre-reloy awards were made
with Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Alpha Theta winning the ticket sole trophy, and
Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha Chi Omega winning the window decoration awards.
This year the members undertook a program to create a spirit and enthusiasm
for the football team within the student body. By helping in the homecoming decora-
tions and by holding weekly pep sessions, the boys hoped to create a spirit m a
student body which for years had been like the proverbial bump on a log as far
OS cheering and pep were concerned. The Sphinx bonfire turned into one of the
memorable events of the year. As if a match hod been thrown into a stack of fire-
crackers thus exploded enough spirit and pep to put to shame any demonstration
heretofore attempted on the Foirview campus. Fire, water, police, firemen, fresh-
man, rain, cheering, FHinkle, team, fight, fire hose, excitement, cars, music, theft,
oil furnish word pictures of what really happened that night.
Joggers, president,- William Connor, vice-president,- David Thompson, secretary,
and Robert Springer, treasurer are the officers of the organization. Lorry hlolmes
track mentor, occasionally attends meetings and officiates as faculty advisor.
SPURS
Twenty-five faithful and serving young sophomores, wearing their blue and white
garbs every Monday morning, do their part to increase school spirit in our institution.
In order to increase a better school spirit, the Spurs in conjunction with the
Utes started a freshman reserve section at each home football game. Also, Spurs
sold balloons at football games, roses before a dance, tickets to a bridge party
held annually, and gave a delightful kid kapers party.
Then with the Spring, a lovely dance is held after the spiking of the new
prospective members at a serenade.
Meetings are held once a week, and spreads are enjoyed once a month at the
various sorority houses. The membership is composed of sophomore women, who
hove completed their freshman year with high scholarship and outstanding activities.
Miss h-lelen Cade is the faculty guide. Jeonette Barnett presides at meeting,
assisted by Romona Winheld, vice-president and social chairman,- Rosemary New-
man, secretary,- Betty Noonan, treasurer and Virginia Blackley, editor.
UTES CLUB
The Utes Club emerged through the fiscal year of 1937-38 with the delusion
that they, unlike their predecessors, could perhaps finish up the year with a debit
balance to profit and loss. hHowever only experience will tell and the boys with
the rainbow colored hats and fog covered faces discovered that they too were
to be the victims of an economic depression. They soon learned however that the
newly pledged Utes men were excellent fodder for the bolstering of stable credit.
After all they had to have a full page m the yearbook.
The ventures of the Utes into campus activities was executed with extreme
"gusto" at the annual Utes Pow Wow. The dance was a howling success. The
next important ceremony was the Utes participation as members of the strong sopho-
more class in promoting the homecoming activities. The Utes basketball banquet,
which is only a case of "hovv^ much money do we lose ', was a great success with
the cooperation of some of Butler's "great" on the hardwood. Wally Middlesworth
and Frank White served as interpreters and originators of the biggest tales of
the evening for their respective national championship basketball teams. hHeine
Goett was the referee and toastmaster for the event. The awards to the freshman
teams were made at this time. Prof. Russell J. hHammargren was the official pacifier
of the outfit but refused flatly to wear the decorative top-piece of the organization
in preference to his wretched felt hat. hlugh Smeltzer was president of the club
which is the sophomore men's honorary club.
PHI CHI NU
PHI ETA SIGMA
Recognition for outstanding scholarship shown by freshmen women of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences during their first semester at Butler comes in form of
initiation into Phi Chi Nu, on honor of which may inspire them to higher goals of
scholarship.
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In order to acquaint freshmen women, who after the first six weeks stiowed
promise of later being members, the girls of the Phi Chi Nu entertained them with
a tea. Also, another function of Phi Chi Nu is the ushering at the May Day Festival.
For the purpose of creating mutual interests and friendships, meetings and spreads
were held at various sorority houses twice monthly.
All of this activity was under the guidance of Dr. Janet McDonald. Officers
who presided at bi-monthly meetings were: Bett Noonan, president/ Marguerite
Ellis, vice-president; Virginia Blackley, secretary.
Phi Eta Sigma membership represents the highest honor possible for a freshman
at Butler. An average in oil subjects of 2 . 25 grade points is required for membership.
Officers for the year were Robert Stultz, president; James Moore, vice-president,-
George Heovilin, secretory,- Albert Goldstein, treasurer,- and Ralph Morgan,
historian. As advisors to these mental giants were Dr. Merwyn G. Bridenstine and
Professor A. Dale Beeler.
At the end of the first six weeks period in the second semester a party was held
for prospective members. Several periodic meetings were held during the year
and entertainments were also frequent. Even the intelligent must hove some sort
of diversion.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
One night in early fall is leap year night, for the girl students are given the
opportunity to choose their dates for the opening of the formal dance season spon-
sored by Ponhel.
Besides the large social function, the Panhellenic Council is confronted with the
problems of rush season. This council ably meets all difficulties and prepares all
rushing rules. Meeting monthly the club follows a very constructive and educational
program.
The membership of the council is composed of two representatives from each
sorority.
Mrs. Wesenberg is the sponsor of the council assisted by Ellen Hamilton, presi-
dent, and Chloris Bell, secretory-treasurer.
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SIGMA TAU DELTA
Zeta Delta Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, national professional English) honorary
fraternity, was founded at Butler in the spring of 1935, with twelve charter members
selected on the basis of high scholarship, critical aptitude, and demonstrated ability
in creative writing.
The purposes of Sigma Tau Delta are to bring together students interested in
creative writing, to bring them to read and enjoy literature, and to study literature
OS a means of raising the standards of writing. Sigma Tau Delta has two major
projects of a non-literary kind: it sponsors the annual hHarvest Ball in October,
and it publishes the FRESHER'S HORNE BOOKE. The proceeds of the annual
balls ore being set aside in a fund which is to be used ultimately to bring distinguished
writers to the campus.
The group is sponsored by Dr. Stewart of the English department. Other faculty
members ore Professor ^^arrlSO^, Mrs. Wesenberg, and Mr. Sparks.
It is the custom for Sigma Tau Delta to elect from time to time honorary members
from outside the University. The first person so elected was Miss Marguerite Young,
of the English department of Shortridge hiigh School, who published her first volume
of verse
—
"Prismatic Ground"— in 1937.
President .
Secretary-Treasurer
Robert W. Ayers
Margaret Kendall
THETA
SIGMA PHI
ALFRED
MARSHALL
Functioning in the same respect for women in the field of journohsm as Sigma
Delta Chi does for men, Theto Sigma Phi includes in its yearly program many note-
worthy affairs.
Starting in the fall, the Riter's Roundup was given and the traditional razz sheet
distributed. This paper revealed many hidden secrets of prominent students.
Each spring, in honor of all outstanding women on the campus, the Theto Sigs
hove their Matrix Table Dinner. At this function a medal is presented to the out-
standing sophomore woman majoring in journalism. In keeping with their practise
of having a well known literary celebrity, Miss Mary hHastings Bradley, celebrated
authoress, was the speaker.
Added to other journalism successes was the clever and versatile special edition
of the May Day Collegian. Officers for Theto Sigma Phi were Marjorie Andrews,
president/ Dorothy Shepperd, vice-president; Beatrice Waiss, secretary,- Mary Ellen
McKee, treasurer and Jeanne Mitchell, Keeper of Archives.
Realizing the need of an honorary organization in the economics department,
several members of the Butler faculty, including President James W. Putnam, Prof.
Chester B. Camp, and Dr. Merwyn G. Bridenstine founded the Alfred Marshall
society. Naming the society after the noted economist of the nineteenth century,
Alfred Marshall, the organization was brought into existence on January 17, 1931.
The membership is composed by both men and women majoring in economics
who have shown high aptitude in scholarship and economics. The scholastic require-
ment is B average in economics and B- average in all other subjects. Through
this club, the students receive added association and stimulus -for economic and
business problems. Initiation of new members is usually performed once a year.
Neil Whitney, president, had as his assistants, Marjory Zechiel, vice-president,
and Miriam Vollmer, secretary-treasurer.
First Row—Schramm, Hartling, Drollinger, Strawmyer, D. Hoffman, J. Jones, R. Stewart, Gold,
Dickey, Weatherman, K. Stewart, McNeill, Gilbert.
Second Row—hieath, Gaylor, Nice, E. Hoffman, Hardison, Cole, Robertson, Dempsey, P. Jones,
Weber.
Third Row—Fairman, Robinson, Wacknitz, Schaefer, Sausaman, Clary, Stephens, Wilson, Fisher,
L. Marsh, F. Marsh, McCoy.
Back Row—Charles, Bowman, Gill, A. Thompson, Dixon, M. Thomoson, Bell, Ford, Tolin, James,
Allender, Webb, Bromley, Breedlove, Norris, Tudor.
THE BUTLER MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
The Butler Ministerial Association is composed of the ministerial students of
Butler University who desire to bond themselves together because of their common
interests and problems. The purpose of the Association is to stimulate a spirit of
fellowship, and to help develop the spiritual life of College of Religion students.
As a special project the Association each year helps a struggling church to get
started ogam by helping them to support a student minister.
The Association meets every Tuesday at 11:40. Each meeting is opened with
a brief devotional service and then special problems of the minister are discussed.
The meetings ore of a practical nature for student ministers.
The officers of the Association are: President, Theo Fisher,- Vice-President,
Keith McNeill; and Secretary, Eleanor hHoffman.
Y. W. C . A
Probably one o^ the largest and most active organizations on the campus, the
Young Women's Christian Association is a unit of the larger national organization
of that name. Offering membership to all Butler coeds, this organization is interested
in furthering the interests of the school as well as the students.
Sponsoring Geneva Stunts in the spring and fall as well as a bonfire sing
and a competitive all school sing are two of the more important activities of this
group. The Geneva Stunts were won in the fall by Delta Gamma and in the spring
were won by Kappa Kappa Gamma. The annual lantern parade and competitive
sing took place in the formal gardens on May 25. A faculty tea and a mothers
tea were also on their program, and their Wednesday afternoon programs were
popular features of the school year.
Under the leadership of Marjory Zechiel, who was an area representative
on the Geneva Council, the Butler group was active not only in school but also in
state and section participation. Numerous delegates attended camp at Lake
Geneva, Wis. along with representatives from other states, and three students
attended the National Student Conference at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Other conferences were held during the year at Muncie, Butler and Franklin.
Other officers of the organization who were active in Y. W. C A. work were
Ann Bowman, vice-president; Georgia Foster, secretary,- and Mary Ann Butz,
treasurer. A large cabinet was also important in making Y. W. on active organi-
zation this year.
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There is nothing Nke the smell of home cooking and these young women ore
quite adept at setting a fine table and tantalizing a person's appetite. Some day
the young ladies shown here will moke someone a fine wife and many a happy
home will be founded and preserved.
Pi Epsilon Phi is open to junior women who are majoring m one of the domestic
sciences, and who have displayed special talent enough to warrant special dis-
tinction.
Officers who saw the ship of Pi Epsilon Phi glide gently through a successful
year were: Anna Louise Lorenz, president,- Peggy Kiefer, vice-president; Jennie
Hartling, secretary; and Betty Ann Jones, treasurer.
Butler IS a growing educational center and these persons shown here ore the
future representatives of this institution in the classrooms of other schools. Soon,
they hope, they v/ill be teaching in schools all over the country.
Kappa Delta Pi was founded in 1931 due to the increased interest in educational
development. The organization is open to juniors and seniors who have indicated
that they have a genuine interest in the teaching profession. To further indicate
this interest they must have maintained at least a B average during their first two
years at Butler.
Meetings of Kappa Delta Pi are held each month either at the homes of members
or in Jordan hiall, and include instructive programs in which all members participated.
Professor Irvin T. Schultz was faculty sponsor of the group during the year.
W. A. A.
Participating in such sports as volleyball, hockey, basketball, baseball, and
tennis, the members of the Women's Athletic Association played intramurals the
entire year. W. A. A. teams ploy several other schools and out-of-town engage-
•ments with DePauw, hianover, and Earlhom.
Many women students are qualified to wear the letter "B " by earning points
from activities in W. A. A.
Monthly social functions were held at sorority houses. Leaders for W. A. A.
during the post year were Margaret Amos, President,- Evelyn King, Vice-President,-
Betty Schissel, Secretary, and Mary Ann Kibler, Treasurer.
TRIANON
Several years ago there existed on the Butler campus the University Club, a
social group of independent women. On December 28, 1929, this club, together
with similar organizations at Cincinnati and Miami University founded a national
sorority. It was given the name Trianon from the fact that three units formed a
non-Greek soiority.
Trianon is democratic, being open to any white girl of the college who is not
a member of another college social organization, a fact which does not seem to
be generally knov^/n.
Officers for this year were: Margaret Proffitt, president; Matilda Sparenbiek,
vice-president; Marguerite Fletcher, secretary; and Frances Rader, treasurer.
STUDENT COUNCIL
This Student Council was set up m 1936 for the purpose of discussion of problems
of the education students and to sponsor social events of the student members.
Through this council the students come in closer contact with the Dean of the College
and with the professors.
The Student Council is composed of the Butler Student Council representative,
a president, vice-president, secretary-treasurer, and representatives from the Kinder-
garten, Primary, and Intermediate departments. The many committees appointed
by this group work in fine cooperation toward better school work and in furthering
the interest of the College of Education.
The Education Student Council met once each month under the direction of
Mildred FHornoday, president; Nellie Jo Paul, vice-president; and Eleanor Grepp,
secretory-treasurer.
CATALYTIC :
CLUB ;;
ZOOLOGY
CLUB
Catalytic Club was revived in October, 1935 and is composed of approximately
twenty members. Drs. Guy H. Shadinger and Karl S. Means act as sponsors of the
club and have brought several interesting speakers to the meetings.
Field trips for the members were taken through industrial concerns which were
of great interest. Theories of chemical commercialization and advancement were
shown the group and practical application of classroom theories were explained.
The interest in the working of the group have been rapidly increasing and the club
is growing in membership and importance.
Displaying increased activity in the field of zoology and an increased interest
in continuing their club, these students have built the Zoology club into a very
important and informative group in the department.
During the year the club held monthly meetings at Arthur Jordan Memorial
Hall at which time they were entertained and informed by several competent
speakers. Persons from research laboratories lectured on their work and important
research projects. Drs. Peorson and Nester served as co-sponsors of the group for
the past year.
As an honorary group for members of bands, Kappa Kappa Psi is one of the
most cherished organizations on the campus. Many hours of practice and par-
ticipation ore put into bond rehearsals and concerts and only the^ost deserving
of all members of the band ore elected to Kappa Kappa Psi,
Under the faculty direction of Ellis Carroll, bond director, Kappa Kapoa Psi
was active in many campus functions. Although the band is composed of nearly
100 students, only about 14 or 15 ore elected to Kappa Kappa Psi.
The Math Club enjoys several meetings during a year, and a large social function
at Christmas, and in the spring a picnic.
But, besides the fun, the Math Club really is an instructive organization as
proven by its purpose: "The broadening and intensifying of students interest
in the knowledge of mathematics through the discussion of problems beyond the
scope of the classroom.
Many meeting hours were spent on heated mathematical debates after the
club had chosen as their head, Mildred Rugenstein, ably assisted by Margaret
Stump/ vice-president; Roberta Conreaux, secretary and William Davis, treasurer.
KAPPA
KAPPA PSI
MATH CLUB
SPANISH
CLUB
ALPHA PHI
OMEGA
With an eye for the combination of o good time with the practical importance
of Spanish, the Spanish club was very active during the year. The group has been
on the campus for four years and includes in its programs both entertainment and
interesting talks relevant to Spanish.
Monthly meetings were held at fraternity and sorority houses and in private
homes. Projects for the club, included plays and group reading of Spanish stories.
The purpose of the club is to cultivate an appreciation and interest in Spanish
affairs.
Showing an unusual amount of activity this year, after only a short period of
time on the Butler campus, Alpha Phi Omega, national scouting fraternity, accom-
plished some very worthwhile things. All of the boys in the organization are
seeking to carry on their early scout work and many of them are serving as coun-
selors and troop leaders in the city scout ring.
Most noteworthy of all their activities this year was a city wide scout basketball
tournament which was held at the Butler fieldhouse on Feb. 11 and 12. This unique
event attracted much attention and interest throughout the city and suitable rewards
were presented to the winners.
Following a tradition started last year, a medal was presented to the most out-
standing Eagle scout in the city. Steve Terry, high school senior, who was recipient
of the award also received a scholarship to Butler university and his troop was
presented with a cup.
Officers for the year included Ed Liljeblad, president; Rolla Burghard, vice-
president,- Robert White, secretary,- Bob Patrick, treasurer,- FHorry Marshall, alumni
secretary,- and Richard Riser, historian.
BAND
With a movement on foot to provide the band v>/ith soundproof practice rooms,
the mighty 100 plays merrily on, loud and long. Nevertheless, in spite of ail the
ribbing they get because of the volume of their efforts, their playing is not without
talent.
Last year the Butler bond was judged the second best marching bond in the
state. Under the direction of Ellis E. Carroll, the "boys in the blue uniforms", work
hard, practice three times each week, and ore on hand at all athletic contests
and other university functions.
Besides following the team to out-of-town games, the band also parades in
the stadium. During the past year thev hove learned and executed some very
difficult manuevers and have made themselves the envy of the crowds. Whenever
Director Carroll could be persuaded to let the men off from practice, the music
makers took part in the Sphinx Club football pep sessions. Also, they were very
much in evidence at the hHomecoming pep session when the fire department come
and N^ent away empty handed.
Butler school spirit has been greatly increased through the efforts of the band
and a spirit of competition has sprung up between the band and the student body
to see which can moke the most noise at athletic games. At the present time the
students have not been able to overcome the mechanical advantage enjoyed by
the bond.
GERMAN CLUB
CLASSICAL
CLUB
Monthly meetings held at fraternity and sorority houses, in the recreation room,
and in private homes have afforded the German Club many instructive hours. The
social side of the club combined with the instructive side has heightened the interest
in Germany and German affairs, and mode the programs quite enjoyable.
The officers of the club ore: Marjorie Schoch, president,- Marjorie Pyke, vice-
president; Matilda Sparenbleck, secretary,- and Kenneth Woolling, treasurer.
Turning its attention away from the erst-while and commonplace subjects, the
Classical Club, composed of students interested in classical knowledge, study at
their monthly meeting the fuller aspects of ancient culture, thus enriching new
interests in the classics.
Dr. Geltson served as faculty sponsor for the club, working with the officers:
Dorothy Sparrow, president,- Jeanette Barnett, vice-president and Thelma Cooley,
secretary-treasurer.
Y. M C. A.
SIGMA
DELTA
CHI
After a rather shaky revival on the Butler campus, the student Y. M. C. A. has
blossomed into a strong group and their work on the campus has been very valuable.
Edwin Allender was the presiding officer for the past year and Kenneth Speicher
handled the finances. Among the work sponsored by the group were meetings
and dinners at which international figures and persons interested in student work
spoke. A party for incoming freshman at the first of the year was held in the field-
house. Another project sponsored by the Y. M. C. A. was the finger-printing of
all students who wished it by the State Identification Bureau. Clarence
Elliott, student secretary from the State office, was instrumental in pushing the full
program at Butler.
The men of the university interested in journalism as a life work regard a member-
ship in Sigma Delta Chi as the culmination of their college ambitions. This organiza-
tion for the past year was headed by Nerval Ayres, who did a splendid job of
presiding regardless of conflicting jobs and school.
Among the activities that Sigma Delta Chi sponsored or participated in were the
annual Journalism Field day when more than 200 high school journalists attended
sessions at Arthur Jordan hiall. Writers from the three downtown newspapers
spoke and the students were taken on a tour through the Collegian offices and the
Indianapolis News. The chapter also presented a trophy to the best weekly paper
in the state, during the Indiana Press Association's conference held in. Indianapolis
in the spring. They also sponsored several professional meetings where they met
with the men vv'orkmg on the downtown papers and news services.
SORORITY
PRESIDENTS'
COUNCIL
BLUEGILLS
The Sorority Presidents' council was founded in 1929 by Dean Evelyn Butler. It
is composed of the presidents of the active social sororities on the campus. The
council meets twice a month with Mrs. Wesenberg, who is sponsor. The meetings
provide a discussion group by which the Woman's council may communicate with
the social sororities. Problems common to all the organizations ore discussed in
an endeavor to create a friendly relationship between the groups and to help
them cooperate with the school and each other.
Feeling a definite need for a woman's building and dormitory, the presidents
cooperated with the alumni office this fall in sending out letters to all post presi-
dents who had been officers on the Fairview campus. The result was the formation
of an alumni association which is working to create funds and on interest in this
project. The post and active presidents hold monthly meetings in Jordari FHoll.
The freshmen women were entertained at the beginning of the second semester
at a "taffy pull". Mrs. Wesenberg entertained the group at lunch; spreads were
held at the sorority houses. [)uring rush weekthecouncil acted as board ofarbitrotion.
Living up to their name, Bluegills, is the women's swimming organization on the
campus. Under the able sponsorship of Miss Catherine Thompson, the organization
has been active for the last few years but since Miss Thompson's leave of absence
in January, the organization was unable to stage its annual water carnival this
spring. l l i J
Admission to Bluegills is gamed by the passing of certain tests, which include
swimming, diving and water stunts. Officers for this past year include Betsy Mur-
barger, president,- Evelyn King, vice-president,- and hielen Ellis, secretory-treasurer.
COMMERCE CLUB
The Commerce Club was revived in May 1937 after five years of inactivity,
during wfiicfi time tfie Scfiool of Business Administration was without a club. It
was revived for the purpose of stimulating the interest of students in economics,
and to make business men Butler conscious. Only those with courses in Business
Administration are eligible.
The club's activities include outside speakers, moving pictures, and trips to
points of industrial interest. The Commerce Club also sponsors a dance.
With the faculty sponsor, Mr. J. R. Townsend, Jr., the officers, Thomas McCreary,
president; Dorothy Srader, vice-president; and Harriett Randall, secretary-treasurer,
have endeavored to make this a successful year.
WOMEN'S LEAGUE
Being one of the largest organizations in the school, Women's League has as
its worthy purpose "to create a friendly and unified feeling among the women,
and to fill the students with an enthusiasm for all worthy activities.
As customary the group sponsored the Woman's League attendance luncheon
and at intervals during the year enjoyable matinee talks were presented. Aiding
Thespis with the May Day Festival was one of the larger tasks sponsored by Woman s
League.
Morjorie Newman, presiding at the meetings, was assisted by Ann Aufderheide,
vice-president,- Jean Booth, secretory,- and Mildred Scales, treasurer.
CHOIR
One of the best choirs ever developed at Butler represented the University
last year. Under the direction of- Dr. Donald C. Gilley, the choir traveled Far and
wide displaying its talents.
The choir is open to any student at Butler who feels that he possesses singing
ability and wishes to put m several hours of practice each week. As the group
traveled over the state each performance was marked with great success and the
audiences expressed their appreciation heartily.
The choir participated in the Baccalaureate service and the Commencement
program adding greatly to the solemnity and reverence of the atmosphere. They
provided the music and background material for the May Day performance and the
crowds of high school students and parents were much impressed by the music.
The Choir has made a great contribution to the University life and has taken
the good name of Butler into many lands with honor.
SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF BUTLER ALUMN
Because of the many insinuations and dispersions that are apt to fall on any
organization with the name Soda Club, this group, under the initiative of Robert
Prichard, president, decided to adopt a name that represented the club and when
abbreviated did not symbolize a campus Joe club. The name, Sons and Daughters
of Butler Alumni, was duly adopted. The club was originally organized two years
ago under the watchful authority of Miss Sarah T. Sisson, who was the school s
alumni secretary at the time. The club is exclusive as the name implies. Its actions
are mostly social, however, it does aid in any occasions when the alumni are wel-
comed bock to their alma mater. The club is particularly active on alumni day and
during homecoming when they act as official hosts and hostesses to the visiting
alumni. The officers of the club are Robert Pnchard as president,- Mary Alice
hHicks, vice-president; and Virginia Caldwell, secretory-treasurer. The new
faculty advisor, who automatically inherited .the club when he took over the job
of alumni secretary, is Professor George Schumoker.
TAU KAPPA ALPHA
Tau Kappa Alpha, a national honorary forensic fraternity, founded m Indiana
in 1908, has helped to promote a greater speech program this year by sponsoring
the Butler University Speakers and Entertainers Bureau.
In a recent meeting of the active chapter the membership voted to buy a new
radio for the division of speech which will be purchased at an early date. Plans
vv^ere laid to sponsor a dance early in October of the next school year for the pur-
pose of buying speech equipment for the university.
Tau Kappa Alpha sponsored the annual Speech banquet this year which was
attended by approximately 125 friends and students of the Butler. Dr. hHarry Weaver,
Butler debating alumnus, served as toastmaster. Mr. Gray Burdin showed a film
depicting the scope of speech activities on the Butler campus. A plaque was
presented to Prof. C. H. Walters as a token of appreciation by the active members
of Tau Kappa Alpha. Mr. Charles W. Wilson, bursar of the university, was elected
to honorary membership to Tau Kappa Alpha in appreciation of his interest and
cooperation in the development of speech on the Butler campus.
DEBATE
Butler University debating teams have had one of the most successful seasons
in the history of the institution. There were six decision debates of which Butler
won five. The victories included Wabash, Manchester, and Franklin. The proposi-
tion that was being discussed this year was,- Resolved: That the National Labor
Relations Board should be empowered to enforce arbitration in all industrial disputes.
The freshman debaters won thirteen of eighteen decisions on the same proposi
tion.
The new debate conference room, so generously built by the university admini-
stration, has served to improve the kind of debating capable of being done on the
Butler campus. Mr. Robert Prichard, sophomore, serves in the capacity of forensic
statistician. hHis work along this line has been of unquestionable value.
Butler is looking forward next year to even a greater success with the return of
most of its veteran debators along with a very capable group of freshman forensic
novices.
Vital to the life of Butler are its
Greek Letter organizations and other
groups which serve the student body
in a manner well \A'orth v/hile. Many
a man and woman has found himself
because of his association v^ith his
fellow brothers or sisters. The life at
the house has no comparison and all
told much that is learned at the uni-
versity can be traced directly to the
organized group.

srotherliness
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DELTA TAU DELTA
Founded 1859
Bethany College
Seventy-six Chapters
BETA ZETA CHAPTER
Established February 11, 1878
Generally considered the fastest growing organization on the campus, Delta Tau Delta
has made long strides into the activity of the university in the last few years.
Clarence Warren was elected to the coveted position of Blue Key President. Robert
Springer held the secretaryship of Sphinx and Robert Cox was treasurer of the class of '39.
FHugh Smeltzer led the Utes club through a very prosperous year and William Mitchell was
managing editor of the Collegian. James F^ardin served as president for the freshman
class and Lewis Smith was in charge of the parade at the sixth annual Butler Indoor
Relays held at the Butler Fieldhouse March 19.
From these positions and many others the Delts fielded considerable influence over
the campus. They as a team were more than successful during the intra-mural season,winning
the ping-pong meet for the second consecutive year and placing high up in several other
events.
Row 1
Eugene Yockey
Richard Davis
Willard Fawcett
Franklin Fleece
Ethmer Gordon
Bernard Kriel
Row 2
Lewis Smith
Clarence Warren
FHerbert Arnold
Robert Cox
Charles Cruse
Robert Gunyon
Row 7
Spencer Lloyd
Joseph Mythen
Frank Rofert
Tom Riedick
Donald Sobbe
Thomas Thompson
Row 3
James FHanna
Vincent Langston
James Mullane
Robert Springer
Charles White
Frank Carbon
Row 4
Rodney F^ankins
Wilbur FHulett
Thomas Jenkins
Robert Lowson
Stanley Schwarz
FHugh Smeltzer
Row 5
Dudley Swartz
irvin Voorhees
Frederick Ausmon
James Boyd
Donald Buschmann
Daniel Bvnum
Row 6
John Carr
Robert Conner
James FHardin
Joel FHarrod
Jock Lewis
Russell Lilly
Row 8
Edward Turner
William Van Osdol
Lee Woods
Durbin Woodson

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Founded November 2, 1909
Boston University
Eighty-four Chapters
ALPHA ALPHA CHAPTER
Established December 17, 1915
The athletic haven for Butler University seems to be the Lambda Chi Alpha house. So
extensively have they gone in for athletics, that it has become difficult for them to find enough
men who were not engaged in some form of varsity sport to form on intro-mural team. And
this is not to be taken any other way than that the Lambda Chi's are sponsoring one of the
outstanding organizations on the campus. No one form of Butler activity has done more
to further the fame of the Blue and White than her athletic teams.
Rolla Burghard has been the guiding hand for the Lambda Chi's this past year and a
good job he has done. Inmon Blackaby was captain of the State Championship football
team and was also a member of several all-state teams.
Row 1
Rolla Burghard
Norval Ayers
Inmon Blackaby
Frederick Day
Paul Dolzall
John Ford
Karl Hamilton
Row 4
Albert Sporer
Richard Wilson
David Behr
Richard Bible
Raymond Bjorklund
Rex Blacker
LaVerne Burns
Row 7
William Southworth
Melvin Vandemeer
Chonning Vosloh
George Witmon
Harry Bail lie
George Costas
Max Cramer
Row 2
Shildes Johnson
Gustov Klippel
Joseph Macek
John Nockenhorst
Nick Presecon
Byron Schofield
John Unger
Row 5
James Clack
Henry Davis
Ronald Dingle
Jock Elder
Wilbur Elliott
Frank Fisk
John Gifford
Row 8
Stanley Crawford
Doyle Dugger
James Fitzpatrick
Bernard Fox
James Garwood
Raymond Howard
Elmer Jose
Row 3
Don Wegener
John Crawford
Richard Goldbach
James Kubal
Jack McDoniel
Clyde Norman
Paul Shields
Row 6
Morris Hendricks
Eastwood Herin
Loren Joseph
Richard Kelleher
Harry Klippel
Robert McKinzie
Walter Presecan
Row 9
Carl Lockhort
Dale Morey
Kenneth Paddock
Charles Richardson
Arnold Russo
Augustine Seulean
Donald Wildman
\ /
PHI DELTA THETA
Founded December 26, 1848
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
One hundred and six Chapters
INDIANA GAMMA
Established October 22, 1859
Among the largest fraternal organizations on the campus, the men of Phi Delta Theta
are found high in the activities of the University. Always active in intro-murol sports, the
Phi's have come out first in several of the events competitive for fraternities.
Athletics ore not their only strong point for Robert Sorenson, president of the chapter
during the first semester was also president of the student council. William Connor was
elected to the presidency of the junior class and William hiart and John Shiel were junior
and sophomore members, respectively, of the student council. Thomas McKean was fresh-
man treasurer and athletes abound at the oldest fraternity at Butler. Charles Symmes piloted
the Phi Delt ship the second semester.
A distinct and active interest in all things connected with Butler has been the slogan
of the Phi's and without their help the campus would not be just what it is.
Row 1
Robert Sorenson
Michael Bagnoli
Sylvester Bitter
William Bolin
Victor Boyer
Frank FHomp
Roger Hooker
Thomas McCreory
Row 2
William Merrill
Jock Miller
Guildford Pearce
Keith Ruddell
John St. hielens
Charles Symmes
John Thurston
Palmer Ward
Row 3
Neil Whitney
Charles Bailey
Byron Beasley
Robert Carey
George Cohee
William Connor
William Geyer
William Hart
Row 4 Row 7
Roger Hooker Robert Sutherland
George Perry Henry Abts
Byron Reed Remster Bingham
Robert Reeves William Bowen
William Robinson Richard Busch
Eugene Word Jacob Byrkett
Kenneth Woolling Jock Donewold
George Diener Forrest Dukes
Row 5 Row 8
Earl Gibson Harold Feichter
Arthur Gilliom Stephen Hack
James Hawkins William Johnson
John Helms William Lay
Paul Herrmann William Lilly
Richard Joyce Thomas McKeon
George Knoble David McOueen
Robert Lauth Hirst Mendenhall
Row 6 Row 9
Carr Marshall Robert Ostlund
Richard Martin William Ostlund
James Moore John Reno
Arthur Mundt William Snider
Russell Powell William Swager
Robert Prichard Alfred Symmes
Gene Roderick
John Shiel

SIGMA CHI
Founded June 28, 1855
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
Ninety-six Chapters
RHO CHAPTER
Estabhshed ApriMO, 1865
The Sig 5 bowled through the intra-mural competition with a considerable degree of
success. Nor was their success limited to the field of sports. Led bv Bert Kingam during
the first term and Frank Cassell the second period the men on Fourty-Sixth street were in
the fray from start to finish.
The fact that they lived across the street from the Thetas did not seem to bother them much
as they placed their representatives in the honoraries and clubs about the campus. James
Comstock and William Roudebush were among the Sphinx club men and David Craycraft,
Forrest Rand, and Joseph Mooney were initiated into Utes.
Probably the most highly publicized event on the campus during the year was the last
minute rush of several tons of potatoes into the Collegian Old Clothes Drive by the erst-
while Sigs, giving them the victory over the "less-potatoed" Butler Independent Association
crew.
Row 1 Row 3 Row 5
Bert Kingan John Blockstone James Bettis
Frank Cossel Robert Stultz Portwood Abbet
Harry Marshall Richard Riser Max Wildman
George Thurston Forrest Rand Richard Wore
Robert White Joseph Mooney Louis Vogler
Row 2 Row 4 Row 6
Walter Nolte Perry Leftwick Robert Stewart
Robin Sims Robert Hessledenz John Purcell
David Sims David Craycraft William Lee
George Gwinn James Comstock Curtis Freeland
Joy Fix William Chopin Richard Foxworthy
Robert Kershaw
Robert Kimmick

SIGMA N U
Founded January 1, 1869
Virginia Military Institute
Lexington, Virginia
One hundred and six Chapters
EPSILON MU CHAPTER
Established May 6, 1926
Sigma Nu, the fraternal infant on the Butler campus, is not unlike other infants in the fact
that it can make a lot of noise. Led by Butler's gift to the stage, Paul Krauss, III, and
with such rumpus raisers as William Stolcup and Phillip Reisler listed in its membership, Sigma
Nu made quite an impression on the wax tablet of experience of Butler University. And
do not let it be thought that all of this noise, nay not even a small part, v/as wasted.
The Sigma Nu's were a busy bunch during the year. Their pledges won the fire-wood
gathering contest for the Sphinx club fdomecoming bon-fire and Chester Joggers was
appointed Prom Chairman. Besides all this, the Sigma Nus were a vital influence in the
clubs and honoraries on the campus, helping to moke huge successes of such occasions as
the Blue Key football banquet, the Utes club basketball banquet, and many other worth-
while campus functions. William Steinmetz held the treasurer's position for the class of '40.
Row 1 Row 3 Row 5
Paul Krauss Arthur Gosman Leroy New
Andrew Boa Chester Joggers Francis Parks
Marion Disborough Laurel Poland Phil Reisler
Arthur Payne Robert Resiner Kenneth Shearer
John Robinson Mike F. Trott William Steinmetz
Carl Scheidker Robert Warren William Crawford
Row 2 Row 4 Row 6
William Stalcup Maurice J. Barry Allan Dreyer
John Weger Phil Arick Roberto Espinosa
Virgil Wier Richard Crawford Frederic Gronou
Max Clifford Lowell Green William FHomilton
John J. Crawford FHoword FHonscom Frank Joggers
David Dunbar Charles Lee Marshall Jac Keller
Row 7 Row 8
Robert Knox Ted Shadinger
Le^is Knudsen Charles Tedrowe
C. W. Lambert Wilbur Whittmohill
William Lobdell
Robert Wayne Phillips
Robert Renz
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Founded October 15, 1885
DePouw University
Greencostle, Indiana
Fifty-seven Chapters
ALPHA CHI CHAPTER
Established February 28, 1925
Amid much ballyhoo and excitement with a barker thrown in for local color, the Alpha
Chi's won the Relay window displays with a clever decoration on the circle.
Decorating activity however did not keep the girls from being active in other campus
work for Marjorie Newman served capably as president of Woman's League. Evelyn
Lloyd was busy as Girl Reserve sponsor on the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet and an unusual thing
in the young girls of today, two of the Alpha Chi's were chosen for membership in Pi Epsilon
Phi, the Home Economics honorary. There is a good bet for some campus ed! Other Lyre
wearers kept busy in the sophomore and junior honorories, on publication staffs and in
various departmental clubs.
Row 1
Charleen Richardson
Mary Holidav
Martha Jean Howard
Ethel Jean Johnson
Savannah Klipsch
Evelyn Lloyd
Row 3
Ruth Hitzelberger
Anne Belle Irian
Betty Lou Wright
Helen Center
Barbara Crise
Virginia Dorrow
Row 5
Rosemary Newman
Marcella Reynolds
Florence Schuiz
Emily Wilson
Betty Bates
Louise Bicknell
Row 2
Marjorie Nev^man
Madeline Price
Marcella West
Juanita Bechtold
Ann Chapman
Margaret Conner
Row 4
Mary Elizabeth Hays
Jane Hirschmon
Betty Lou Johnson
Janet Kimble
Evelyn McConaughy
Betty Miller
Row 6
Orilda Brillhardt
Carol Crose
Greta Gormley
Betty Jane Graham
Sue Janet Guthridge
Virginia Mary Johnson
Row 7
Margaret Kayser
Lois Jane Loder
Mary Reece
Ann Townsend
Lois Wolfanger

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Founded January 2, 1897
Barnard College
New York City
Forty-eight Chapters
BETA THETA CHAPTER
Established October 1, 1927
Located in their lovely new white house on Forty-fourth street the A. O. Pi's spent a
busy year between getting settled and taking care of their campus activities.
Activities of the girls were mainly in the sophomore and junior honoraries but they were
also busy with work in different departmental clubs. Jaynet Pickerel contributed both in
activities and beauty as she ^os chosen as one of the campus beauties and was active in
Spurs. Marie Schubert who served as president of the organization was kept busy with her
work in Chimes and on the Panhellenic and Sorority President's Council.
Row 1 Row 3
Marie Schubert Bernice Patrick
Lloyde Aken Jaynet Pickerel
Mildred Poland Ruth Read
lone Voss Rosalea Schey
Row 2 Row 4
Betty Alvis h^ele^ Smith
Betty Ann Clark Evelyn Baker
Betty Miles Evelyn Fosgate
Mary Mount Mary Fromhold
Row 5
Ruth Mertz
Florence Kenney
Emily Niles
Leetha Steele
4

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Founded November 24, 1888
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts
Eighty-seven Chapters
DELTA LAMBDA CHAPTER
Founded May 18, 1914
Showing a well rounded balance between activities, scholarship and beauty, the wearers
of the Crescent and Stars enjoyed an interesting year. Elizabeth Meyers distinguished
herself by being elected to Phi Kappa Phi and as president of Kappa Delta Pi. Georgia
Foster was elected secretary of the senior class as well as being president of the Philosophy
Club. Geneva Stunts was under the capable management of Chloris Bell who also was
a member of Student Council.
A definite leaning towards journalistic activities was shown by Marjory Andrews,
Mary B. Lennon and Frances Potton, who v/as president of Kappa Tau Alpha. Miss Lennon
and Miss Andrews were both prominent in Collegian v^/ork. Mary Anno Butz and Peggy
Kiefer were selected as two of the campus beauties. As a climax to this record of activity
was the achievement of the three Meyers sisters who carried perfect academic averages
during the past school year.
Row 1 Row 3 Row 5
Mary Evelyn Daniel Mary Anna Butz Nancy Baker
Marjory Andrews Roberta Conreoux Bettie Breech
Esther Bebinger Marjorie Dolman Beth Brooks
Jane Forman Ruth Duckwall Lucille Craigle
Georgia Foster Marion Dunkin Mary Janet Fehr
Peggy Kiefer Patricia Edwards Eloise Foreman
Mary B. Lennon Martha Finney Lila Jane FHorms
Row 2 Row 4 Row 6
Elizabeth Myers Carol Langfitt Mary FHull
Francis Patton Morthona McWhir Dorothy Jones
Marjorie Pyke Bonnie Bess Myers Jean McKibbon
Marjorie Tretton Betty O'Connell Betty Mock
Miriam Vollmer Betty Parker Fanchon Parsons
Chloris Bell Ruth Smock Norma Rahe
Catherine Bingham Winona Watson Eileen Sweeney
Row 7 Row 8
Mary Bell Isabelle Griffith
Lorraine Buckman Dorotho James
Betty Collins Suzanne Kemp
Frances Craft . Freda Marvel
Betty Edwards Martha McFHatton
Betty Foster Dorothy Moore
Esther Gray Rose Myers
Phyllis Ann Phillips
Carol Sherman

DELTA GAMMA
Founded January 4, 1874
Mississippi Women's Institute
Forty-eight Chapters
ALPHA TAU CHAPTER
Established October 3, 1925
Now very much at home after a two year stay in their French chateau on Fraternity row,
the Delta Gamma girls took "time out from sorority interests to devote much time to campus
activities." Jean Knowlton was elected to Phi Kappa Phi and was president of Tau Kappa
Alpha, debating honorary. Dorothy Davenport was elected vice-president of the sophomore
class and Betty Noonan was president of Phi Chi Nu. Dorothy Shepperd was chosen as
one of the campus beauties.
Activities in other fields found the D. G.'s working hard in Thespis as v/ell as on pub-
lication staffs and in honorary groups.
Row 1 Row 4
Helen Eldridge June Billeter
Rosemary Byrket Jane Coe
Elaine Helms Martha Commons
Mary Anna Hurt Betty Davenport
Jean Knowlton Joonn Davis
Mary Laatz Marguerite Ellis
Row 2 Row 5
Elizabeth Manly Pequett Helton
Sue Merrill Betty Jones
Margaret Rohr Betty Noonan
Dorothy Sheppard Jane Plock
Lois Stevens Genevieve Schaeffer
Rosemary Bradley Mary Scheidler
Row 3 Row 6
Catherine Clay Francis Clanin
Dorothy Durham Mary Clay
Patricia Ferguson Dorothy Defenderfer
Roberta Morris Margaret Lorenz
Betty Prinzler Florence McBride
Ann Stork Virginia Mennel
Ethel Osborne

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Founded January 27, 1870
DePauxw University
Greencostle, Indiana
Sixty-Five Chapters
GAMMA CHAPTER
Established February 27, 1874
Brains and beauty seems to be the motto at the Kappa Alpha Theta house, as they con-
tinued with their campus activity record and placed five girls as campus beauties.
The Forty-sixth street girls, members of that small but select community, which features
the Sig cross on one side and the Theto kite on the other, sailed high as they placed three
members on Student council and Betty Schissel took over a junior office. Elizabeth hlender-
son and Jeanette Barnett served capably as presidents of Chimes and Spurs respectively,
and Marjorie Zechiel was elected president of Y. W. C. A. Thetas were represented
in every honorary on campus and placed five members in Phi Kappa Phi.
In Relay competition the Thetas for the second consecutive year won both the ticket
selling and the queenship. Betty Wongelm mode both a charming and gracious queen as
she presided over the Relay festivities.
Row 1
Aline Bailey
Sue Ammerman
Barbara Bollinger
Carleen Becker
Ann Bowman
Jane Deranian
Doris Ellis
Row 2
Ellen hiamilton
Betty Ann Jones
Virginia Klineger
Bonnie Jean McKechnie
Phyllis Morris
Jane Pfeiffer
Jean Rau
Row 3
Mary Jane Shafer
Margaret Spencer
Margaret Stump
Dorothy Wehling
Marjory Zechiel
Lucile Barry
Louise Brandt
Row 4
Ann Burger
Ruth Dickerson
Kitty Lou Fitzgerald
Jean Lou Foley
Elizabeth hJenderson
hielen hlolman
Mary Lou Over
Row 5
Mary FJanna Sailors
Mildred Scales
Betty Mae Schissel
Betty Wongelin
Jeanette Barnett
Betty Behrmann
Ruby Bingman
Row 6
Virginia Blackley
Marion Bowman
Norma Conder
FHelen Ellis
Mary FHabich
Betty FHarger
Sally FHeilman
Row 7
Betty Jean MocDonald
Lois Jean Nicoloi
Ruth Rehm
Janet Stratton
Mildred Thiesing
Mary Weaver
hielen Ruth Berry
Row 8
Betty Boettcher
Judith Ann Diddle
Mary Fink
Jane Ford
Ruth \-ia\r
Mary Jane FHodge
Barbara Keiser
Row 9
Margaret McDowell
Jane Owen
Barbara Phelps
Shirley Sarsfield
Jeanette Thomas

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Founded October 13, 1870
Monmouth College
Monmouth, Illinois
Seventy-one Chapters
MU CHAPTER
Established January 2, 1878
Perhaps it was the result of close cooperation between the Delt and Kappa presidents,
but anyway the Kappas managed to promote a good season on campus and lock up lots
of activity in their castle on fraternity row.
An office in the junior class was won by hiarriet Randall and Carolyn Varin and Betty
Weier served on Student Council. Mary Alice Hicks was elected to Phi Kappa Phi and
members of Kappa were elected to every honorary organization on campus. Dona Wilking
and Margaret Lee Riddell were chosen as two of the campus beauties.
In the line of athletics, Peggy Amos served as president of W. A. A. and although the
title was won during the summer. Kappa was proud of Harriet Randall, who won the City
Golf Championship. A bit of the old west captioned "Butler Bill Rides Again" made a
clever winning Homecoming float for which the Kappa ladies donned cowboy hots and
boots.
Row 1
Lucille Broich
Ann Aufderdeide
Farietta Devault
Grace Fairchild
Mary Freeman
Mary Alice Hicks
Jeanne Frances Mitche
Row 2
Lillian Rees
Mary Margaret Ruddel
Jeane Spencer
Betty Weier
Dana Wilking
Jane Wynne
Margaret Amos
Row 3
Jane Blake
Mary Ellen Borders
Genevieve Copeland
Morjorie Croft
Barbara French
Joanne Jose
Lorito Kasting
Row 4
Ellen Jane LaFollett
Grace McDowell
Harriet Randall
Betty Ann Schroeder
Dorothy Srader
Carolyn Varin
Jean Banister
Row 5
Betty Ann Bashore
Dorothy Ann Bell
Maryann Bitter
Mary Lu Brodshaw
Virginia Caldwell
Mary Adelaide Denton
Harriet Gerdts
Row 6
June Ann Gilman
Isabel Joy
Pauline Judd
Martha McConnell
Margaret Ottinger
Margaret Lee Riddell
Helen Root
Row 10
Lola Marie Striby
Martha Terhune
Betty Weakley
Row 7
Marjorie Rork
Carolyne Roth
Betty Sanders
Sue Stackhouse
Harriet Uhl
Mary Ellen Wheeler
Ramona Winfield
Row 8
Patty Wood
Betty Bonge
Harriet Coylor
Cornelia Conner
Katherine Hadley
Mary Haynes
Mary Jane Hays
Row 9
Betty Lowery
Lenore Lundmark
Betty Rose Martin
Lucile Moyhill
Kathleen Morris
Virginia Noble
Jane Day Pierce

PI BETA PHI
Founded April 28, 1867
Monmouth College
Monmouth, Illinois
Eighty Chopters
INDIANA GAMMA CHAPTER
Established August 27, 1897
Carrying out what has almost become a tradition on campus Pi Beta Phi again won the
honor of having the most popular freshman on the campus, when pretty Jeanne Forrest was
elected Freshman Rose queen. The Pi Phi's who used their lovely colonial ' White FHouse
to a good advantage when they won h^omecoming decorations enjoyed a very successful
year in other ways under the leadership of Geraldine Johnson, who also found time to
head Sorority President's council.
Besides being some of the most frequent and charming Campus Club belles, the Pi Phis
were active on campus in many clubs and honorary organizations.
Row 1 Row 3 Row 5
Geraldine Johnson Jean Wintz ^^elen McMohon
Jean Booth Jane Blankschein Betsy Murbarger
Louise Edwards Doris Brown Margaret Parrish
Marian Georen Dorothy Gimble Dorothy Springer
Jane Ludwig Betty Grauel Mary Ann Tindall
Marcella McDermitt Frances FHoll Madonna Warner
Row 2 Row 4 Row 6
Mavilla Rainey Viola FHall FHelen Jean Willcutts
Martha Reynolds Lucille Jackson Ethel Bailey
FHelen Barton Jo Rita Kernel Betty Ball
Carol Fenner Mary Ann Kibler Dina Barkon
Julianna Mcintosh Jane Kraning Lani Carr
Jean Rettig Mary Ann Lee Louise Fenner
Row 7 Row 8
Jeanne Forrest Martha Murphy
Montrew Goetz Caroline Sherfey
Ann FHarder Mertis Wilkerson
Mary Alice FHelt
Mary Catherine Johnson
Jo Ann Keller

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Founded October 15, 18^
Virginia State Normal
Formville, Virginia
Seventy-two Chapters
ALPHA DELTA CHAPTER
Established June 3, 1920
Honors for the Z. T. A. girls this year go to Ina Stanley their president, who gained the
enviable distinction of being elected to Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honorary organi-
zation. The fact that Miss Stanley is an active member of the Camera Club along with
EInora Hortman and Francea Luichinger is proof however that she does not spend all her
time in study.
EInora Hartman too has been active in Collegian v/ork and is also a member of Phi
Chi Nu, freshman scholastic organization. Mary Sue Spillmon did work in education and
was elected to Kappa Delta Pi and Dorothea Craft continued with her outstanding work
as a director of Thespis plays.
Row 1
Ina Naomi Stanley
Frances Claire Luichinger
Ethel May Merrick
Josephine Ann Orr
Row 3
Faye Mendenhall
Margery Alice Scarborough
Mary Evelyn Bowden
Mary Virginia Ernst
Row 2
Mary Sue Spillmon
Mildred Haag
EInora Hortman
Rosemary Johnston
Row 4
Neoral Flock
Mary Frances Paul
Janet Williams
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BUTLER INDEPENDENT ASSOCIATION
The Butler Independent Association, led through the two semesters of the past year by
David Thompson and Aute Corr, actively engaged in most campus functions. It sponsored
successfully candidates for five class offices, including the presidency of the Senior and
Sophomore classes. Four of its members served on the Student Council. Janet Morgan,
charming and attractive Sophomore, reigned as Cotillion Queen at the Sophomore dance.
Anna Van Dorn, another Sophomore, won the Woman's League cup for scholastic achieve-
ment.
A social program that included teas, skating and bicycle parties, a day at Brown County,
a scavenger hunt, and a series of discussions on "New Campus Social Relations", was
climaxed by the annual mid-semester dance featuring its regular dance contest.
The Association is represented in Sphinx, Utes, Spurs, W. A. A., Phi Epsilon Phi, Tau
Kappa Alpha, Thespis, Sigma Delta Chi, Phi Eta Sigma, Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Chi Nu, and
Phi Kappa Phi.
Row 1 Row 4 Row 7
David Thompson Martha Von Talge Anna Van Dorn
Edwin Allender Eldon Wright Mildred Bragg
Wayne Bicknell . Phillip Albertson Frank Broadstreet
Aute Lee Carr Angelo Angelopolous J. Burdette Charles
Juanita Fall Paul Billhymer Florence Daniels
Charlene Cudgel James Chisler Grace Darner
Olive Gunder Elmo Clawson Herbert Fall
Julia F^erman Irene Cowdrill Virginia Fox
Row 2 Row 5 Row 8
Mark McDonald Marie Drees Methody Guleff
Byron Moss John Drollinger Mary Elizabeth FHorrell
Dorothy Settles Thomas Forrell Thomas FHaynes
Kenneth Speicher Benjamin Fort Sara FHemmerlein
Ernestine Cline Juanita Friedgen Paul FHubbell
Thomas T. Connolly Wanda Jean Goodwin Margaret Lahman
Lowell Gono Ruth Marie hiammill Rebbecca Mann
Gertrude Goldberg FHarold FHowenstine Verna Martin
Row 3 Row 6 Row 9
Albert hdabermyer Edward Mayo Virginia Menekhiem
Mildred FHume Ray Miller Wilma Jean Todd
Bernice Jones Elfrieda Nordsieck Tula Smyrnis
Cloudene Kimes Louise O Hara Ruth Smith
Marie Kuntz Clarice Reimer Margaret Smith
Thelma Martin Louise Ryman Doris Rushton
Frederick McCoy Emma Sedom Jeanette Rodgers
May Catherine Preston Jean Settles Mildred Orr
E 0^ ~
NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Club, a national organization for Catholic students, has had a very suc-
cessful year. Under the guidance of the presiding officer, George hloffmann, many business
and social affairs were held.
Several parties, a hay-ride, and other social events were sponsored by the Club for
the benefit of the members. In April the club sponsored its annual Newman Club Com-
munion breakfast at the Indianapolis Athletic Club. A spring dance was held at the Riveria
Club April 29.
The Newman Club has hod representatives in the following organizations this past
year: Drift, Collegian, Utes, Sphinx, Spurs, Blue Key, Football, Basketball, and Baseball.
Other officers of the Club are Louise O Hara, treasurer, and Betty O'Connell, vice-
president.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO
Sigma Gamma Rho was founded in Indianapolis in November of 1922. It was
organized as a national group in 1926. In 1928 the chapter reorganized as a
collegiate sorority. Now the group has 53 chapters in 37 states.
The Butler chapter gives two scholarships on the basis of scholarship and also
provide help for needy students. In addition to this help they maintain a scholarship
loan fund.
Sigma Gamma Rho maintains o library in a colored orphans home and during
book week helped in the campaign to increase the number of books.
As a memorial to Cubena McClure, the designer of their pin, they award on
annual scholarship at Crispus Attucks high school.
The national convention will be held in Indianapolis this year and the Aurora,
the sorority magazine is printed in Indianapolis.
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BUTLER UNIVERSITY
A CHRISTIAN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
WITH A NON-SECTARIAN SPIRIT AND PROGRAM
JAMES WILLIAM PUTNAM, Ph.D., LL.D.
President
EMBODIES A
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF RELIGION
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DIVISION OF GRADUATE INSTRUCTION
DIVISION OF EVENING COURSES
SUMMER SESSION
AFFILIATED WITH
THE ARTHUR JORDAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1938 Summer Session, June 14 until August 5
PROGRESS
"The Soft Water"
LAUNDRY
"If it's a Laundry or Dry Cleaning
Service—We Have It!!!"
Phone Riley 7373
DELAWARE FLOWER SHOP
Wm. MoRRItt Mrs. Morris
CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS, AND
POTTED PLANTS.
FRATERNITY and SORORITYBOUQUETS.
REASONABLE PRICES.
2922 N. Delaware St. TA. 3161
'THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
WORK SINCE 1869"
S/Ae. CLEANERS
CALL AND DELIVERY DEPT.
Lincoln 2451
CLAYPOOL HOTEL
DISTINGUISHED AMONG HOTELS FOR
ITS COMFORT — ITS SERVICE — AND ITS HOSPITALITY
Indianapolis
-Safe Water
delivered day and night . .
.
Costs Less
than anything else you buy
Indianapolis Water
Company
FOR POSTER and DISPLAY WORK
CALL THE
MOVIE POSTER DISPLAY
COMPANY
Cherry 7910
1440 East 19th Street
CHAS. E. HERIN
OSTERMEYER PAPER
COMPANY
219 West South Street
"Indiana's Largest Dry Cleaner"
SUPERIOR
CLEANING
• GARMENTS
• CURTAINS
• DRAPERIES
• RUGS and
• UPHOLSTERED
FURNITURE
Gregorizing Kills Moth Life
"THE SUREST COURSE
TO SWEETNESS" "FILL YOUR BIN
FROM THE PENN"
J. F. DARMODV CO.
CANDIES PENN COAL
CO.
We Specialize in Stoker Coal
SOLD BY ALL GOOD
DEALERS
741 East Washington St.
25 W. Maryland St. Fu. 6532
Phone Riley 7439
National Library C.A.RICHARDSON
Bindery Company
WHOLESALE CANDIES
COLLEGE, PUBLIC, AND PRIVATE
LIBRARY BINDING
445-447 N. Davidson St.
339 Jackson Bldg.
Lincoln 8283
Distributors of
DAGGETTS' CHOCOLATES
INDIANAPOLIS
POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY
UMIIS BIST
COSTS IfSS
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Electric Bldg.
17 N. Meridian St.
Phone
Ri. 7622
BUSINESS TRAINING!!
Many who entered tliis scliool a year oi' a
little nroie ago are holding desirable, piomis-
inji positions today. Similar opportunities
and pi-ospeets await you. This is the
INDIANA BUSINESS
COLLEGE
of Indianapolis. The otiiers are at Marion,
^luncie, Loganspoi't, Andei'son, Kokomo,
Lafayette, Columbus, Richmond and Vin-
csnnes. Ora E. Bitz, President
For Bulletin, get in touch with the I. B. C.
nearest you, or write Fred W. Case, Principal
CENTRAL
BUSINESS COLLEGE
Pe\x. it \'ermont St. Indi.wapolis
INDIANA LAW SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
EST.\BLISHED 1894
Conforming with the Rules of the Indiana Supreme Court
and the American Bar Association
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mathias L. Haines
Hilton U. Brown
Henry L. Dowling
Loris B. EwBANK
William R. Forney
.James M. Ogden
James M. Ogden
JosEPH G. Wood
William R. Forney
Addison M. Dowling
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
President of Board
Vice-President of Board
Member
Member
Member
Member
President of School
Dean of Day Division
Dean of Evening Division
Registrar
FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS REGISTRAR
15-23 East Washington St. Indianapolis, Ind.
IN INDIANAPOLIS . . . FOR COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
EXPERIENCED TRAVELERS CHOOSE
HOTEL
LINCOLN
400 Rooms 400 Baths
Rates from $2.50
P. E. RuppRECHT, Manager
m'4m&h^^ 3 mm
»mm s mm
THE BETTER
INDIANAPOLIS DAIRIES
are members of
OF
THE
MILK FOUNDATION
OF
INDIANAPOLIS
FOR
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
CALL THE-
LIANG SHEN
STUDIO
37 East 34th Street
1938 "Drift" Photographer
Indianapolis, Indiana
COMFORT
a cAl£{/ciin coniro/
\o^ t/ie c£ea/i
aiitomallcheai ofa
FTrI Tender
NOIXOMB C HOKE AUTOMATIC COAL BURNER
Simplest in Construction
* So simple a child can control
it, sturdy, dependable . . . the
Fire Tender will tend your fire,
furnish you with new heating
comfort and cleanliness . . .
surprise you with fuel savings.
Ask your dealer about auto-
matic Fire Tender fueling.
Install one now. Your fuel sav-
ings will help you meet the
easy payments.
Models Up fo 750 H. P. Boiler
HOLCOMB & HOKE
MFG. CO.
1545 Van Buren St.
Drexel 4700
THE
CHAS. MORAN PRESS
Henry L. Miles, President
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS
213 PRINTCRAFT BLDG.
Phone Ri. 1150
GRAHAM ASBESTOS CO.
CONTRACTORS FOR
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
Contractors For
All Types of Roofing for Homes,
Apartments and Industrial Plants
ASPHALT AND ASBESTOS
BRICK
SIDING—SHEET METAL WORK
1019 Cornell St. Phone Li. 5740
WHETHER LUNCH OR PICNIC,
MAKE YOUR SANDWICHES
TWICE AS GOOD WITH
KiNGANS ^ Reliable
LUNCHEON MEATS
GLADYS ALWES
MUSIC SHOPPE
33 Monument Circle
No. 201
Pandell Florist
I. H. HULL
Seville
Tavern
Meridian at Washington
Luncheon from 30c
Towne Dinner 5Cc
"INDIANA'S SMARTEST
RESTAURANT"
School Years Come
and go,
But HOT and HOT
goes on and on,
MY GOODNESS ICE
CREAM too.
This Coming Fall In-
clude MY CHEF
OSCAR,
In The Things You
Plan to do
EAT & DRINK
42nd St. and Blvd. PI.
SOUTH SIDE BREAD
"Makes the Meal"
REAL RYE
FREN CH
VIENNA
POPPYSEED
ROLLS
0€TH SIDE BAKING CO.
9C9-919 S. Meridian St.
Fhiup Kraft, Pres.
W. A. JAMIESON
THE BEST WAY TO GET THERE
RIDE THE TROLLEYS AND MOTOR COACHES FOR
CONVENIENCE AND ECONOMY
INDIANAPOLIS RAILWAYS
Distinctive
DANCE PROGRAMS
PLACE CARDS
DOOR CARDS
INVITATIONS
STATIONERY
GUSTAV C. KIPPEL
FAVORS
BROWN COLLEGIATE MFG. CO.
"Exclusive College Goods"
INDIANAPOLIS
RIDING EQUIPMENT ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN ARE THE CHOICE OF MANY
UNIVERSITIES AND PUBLIC
Most Complete in the State
BUILDINGS
SPORTING GOODS Li. 8359
JACOBS OUTDOOR SHOP ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO.
INC.
9 East Ohio Street 11)4 Chamber df C'ommkkce I^i.dg.
For Quality
and Distinction
in Office Equipment
SUPPLIES, SOCIAL STATIONERY,
AND FINE ENGRAVING WORK
CALL—
111 South Meridian St.
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
601-3 East Washington St.
GEO. HITZ & CO.
WHOLESALE
FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
Indianapolis, Ind.
HENRY C. SMITHER
ROOFING COMPANY
Joseph E. Mattixglt, President
SHEET METAL AND ROOFING
CONTRACTORS
TILE, SLATE, GRAVEL,
ASPHALT ROOFING
430 S. Meridan St. Li. 4937
Contributors from the Butler University Board
ARTHUR V. BROWN EARL CRAWFORD
PETER C. REILLY GLEN R. HILLIS
It is a Pleasure for the Organization of
THE MAROTT HOTEL
to express appreciation and thanks
to Butler University and the class of
'38 for patronage in outstanding
social occasions held at the Marott.
TheMarott Hotel offers many advan-
tages for social affairs besides hotel
service by the day for transient and
by the month or year for residents
..
. . furnished or unfurnished apart-
ments reasonably priced.
APPOIXTMEXTS:
Ballroom
Blue Room
Bluebird Tap
Card Rooms
Gold Room
Coffee Shop
Crystal Dining Room and
Terrace
Plumbing and Heating
Equipment Play a Big
Part in Modern Resi-
dences, Business and
College Buildings.
Visit Our Show Rooms
Central Supply
Company
211 S. Capitol Ave. Indianapolis
MERIDIAN AT FALL CREEK BLVD.
Patronize Our
Advertisers
They Are Friends
of
Butler
• SCHOOL DAYS
. . . back in a flash with memories
refreshed. The annual filled with
pictures dramatizing school life
as you lived it has an inestimable
value to you as the years pass.
Every school financially able
should have an annual. Communi-
cate with us for information con-
cerning our specialized service for
all kinds of school publications.
• • •
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INDIANAPOLIS ENGRAVING COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
ON MAINTAINING
LfflOfRSHIP-
• To win and consistently hold a place as the recognized
leader of school annual printing, has been the record
of Rogers Printing Company since its beginning in
1908.
• That we have, during a period of 30 years, success-
fully produced hundreds of annuals for schools through-
out the country, attests our ability to satisfy completely
the most discriminating Year Book Staff.
• New ideas, coupled with the knowledge and experi-
ence gained through a quarter of a century's service,
insure the school that chooses a Rogers printed book
of ideal pages "From Start to Finish."
• We are proud that the staff of ThHE DRIFT en-
trusted its printing to our organization and we
herewith present it as an example of our work.
ROGERS PRINTING COMPANY
307-309 First Street
DIXON, ILLINOIS
228 N. LaSalle Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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